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In compliance with the requirements of NASA contract NASA 9-5829, 
this document provides a Qualification Status List (QSL) for use as Section 
3 of the ALSEP Array D Acceptance Data Package (ADP). 
As of the date of publication, the information herein reflects the 
status of qualification followin_g the systems level tests which have been 
completed on the ALSEP Array D system configuration. The ALSEP Fail-
ure Analysis Reports which are possible constraints to the close out of 
qualification status are discussed in Section 1. 2. 
As of the date of publication, the information herein reflects the 
status of the Array D Qualification. 
There are four major changes which distinguish the Array D ex-
periment package from previoullly qualified systems; The Motorola Re-
ceiver, HFE :installation on SP#2, The redesign of the MUX A/b converters, 
and the modifications of the ASE. Those components on Array D which were 
qualified on a component basis during the A2 program are the RSST, the BxA 
transmitters, and BxA Multiplexers. ;" ,, ~ 'if; Prepared by:~ ~JJ1~• 
• Mosk witz J 
AL P eliability · 
Group Engineer 
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SP #1, Antenna Assembly 
Central Station Components 
Filter Diplexer 
Diplexer Switch 




90 Channel Multiplexer 
Power Distribution Unit 
Power Conditioning Unit 
CjS Timer (RSST) 
Conunand Receiver 
Passive Seismic Experiment 
PSE Sensor Assembly 
PSE C/S Electronics 
Shroud, Thermal Control 
PSE Gnomon Assembly 
Lunar Seismic Magnatometer ( LSM} 
Active Seismic Experiment 
Mortar Package Assembly 
ASE/CSE 
Thumper Geophone Assembly 
SUBPACKAGE #2 
RTG Assembly 
R TG Shorting Plug 
ALHT 
PSE Leveling Stool 
Heat Flow Experiment (HFE) 
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In compliance with NASA Contract NASA 9-5829 requirements, this 
document provides a Qualification Status List (QSL) for use as part of the 
AI.SEP Flight 5 Acceptance Data Package. Because this system is similar 
to previously qualified Systems a complete system qualification was not 
performed. However a partial qualification test program was performed 
for subpackage #2 and for items mentioned below. 
The new elements that have been qualified on a component level for 
Array D are the MUX A/D converters and the Redundant Command Receiver. 
The RSST, Transmitter, and the 16 and 90 channel Multiplexers were qual-
ified on a component basis during the Array A2, program. The ASE modifi-
cations have been verified at acceptance test levels on Array D and the 
HFE has been requalified on Array D. All other hardware has been qualified 
during the ALSEP Qual SA, Qual SB, and Qual SC Programs. 
Detail changes to Array D flight hardware from the qual and ASE 
modification configurations are reviewed in Section 2. These differences 
are reflected by the appropriate pre-mod or QSD part number and revision 
letter to the latest part number and revision letter as implemented by each 
applicable CRD. These changes are mechanical in nature and do not affect 
the qualification status of the Array D hardware since design safety margins 
have been included in the design which greatly exce~d flight and test 
requirements. Other comments concerning qualification history are provided 
in Section 3. 0. 
1. 1 HARDWARE LIST FOR FLIGHT 5/ ARRAY D 
This list provides the qualification history and provides a comparison 
of the flight and qual part numbers/serial numbers for the major components 
of the Flight 5/Array D system. With the exception of the Motorola 
receiver, BxA multiplexers, BxA transmitters, the RSST, 
MUX A/D converters, modification to the ASE, and HFE SP2 requalification, 
all component qualification was performed throughout the ALSEP Qual SA, 
SB, and SC programs. 
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(Parts List of Major Functional Components/Subsystems) 
Central Station 
Electronics Qualified As: Qual Part No. Flt 5 Part No. 
Antenna Qual SA 2330307 2330307 
S/N 4 S/N 5 
Diplexer Filter Qual SA 2330525 2330 525 
S/N 5 S/N 8 
Diplexer Switch Qual SA 2330526 2330526 
S/N 5 S/N 7 
Redrmdant Receiver Component Qual 2345147 2345147 
Array D S/N 14 S/N 16 
Command Decoder Qual SA 2330 509 2330 509 
Address Change Qual S/N 2 S/N 8 
by Similarity 
90 Channel Mux Component Qual 2345500 2345500 
Array D S/N 15 S/N 16 
16 Channel Mux Component Qual '2346700 2346700 
Array D S/N 13 S/N 14, 
Data Processor Qual SA 2330521 2330 521 
Data Format Change S/N 3 S/N 12 
Qual by Similarity 
Transmitters Component Qual 2345250 2345250 
Array A2 S/N 21,23, 24 S/N 28,29 
Timer (RSST) Component Qual 2338511 2338511 
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ALSEP Array D Configuration 
(Flight 5) 
Qualified As: Qual Part No. 
Qual SA 2330450-2 
S/N 4 
Qual SA 2330000-3 
S/N 3 
Qual SA 2331250-2 
Array D Qual S/N 3 
by Similarity 
Qual C 2335825 
S/N 8 
Qual C 2334468 
S/N 5 
Component Qual 2334670 
Array A S/N 1 
Qual SA 2330351-2 
S/N 2 
Qual SA 2330333 
S/N 5 
Qualified As : Qual Part No. 
Qual SA 2334848 
S/N 3 
Qualified As: Qual Part No. 
Qual C 2330750-4 
S/N 4 
Qual C and 2334772-4 
Array D Test S/N 5 
Program 
MO. RIV. MO. 
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Flt. Part No. 
2339001 
S/N 15 




















Qualification Status List 
ALSEP Array D Configuration 
(Flight 5) 
Qualified As : Qual Part No. 
Qual C and 2334500-5 
Array D Test S/N 3 
Program 
Qual C and 2334499-4 
Array D Test S/N 7 
Program 
Qual SA 2334667 
Array D Qual S/N 3 & 9 
by Similarity 
Qual SA 2334668 
Array D Qual S/N 2 
by Similarity 
Qual SA 2330657 
Array D Qual S/N 2 
by Similarity 
Qualified As : Qual Part No. 
Qual SD 2339101 
S/N 2 
Qual SB 2338070 
S/N 2 
Qual SD 2339130 
S/N 2 
Qual SD 2339160 
SIN 3 
Qual SA 2339175 
(Mods. Qualified S/N 4 
on SP-2 Qual D) 
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RTG (except fuel 
capsule) 
R TG Shorting Plug 
Cask Cap Removal 
Tool 
Rels. Handlg. Tool 
Fuel Transfer Tool 
Flt. Handlg. 
Tool (GFE) 
SP 2 Experiments 
HFE Subsystem 
HFE Electronics 
HFE Probe Package 
HFE Emplmt. Tool 
Qualification Status List 
ALSEP Array D Configuration 
(Flight 5) 
Qualified As: Qual Part No. 
Qual SA 47E300779 
(GFE) SIN 632008 
Qual by 2335520 
Similarity to A2. SIN 1 
Meter Qual. by 
Component Test 
Qual SB 2338002 
SIN 2 
Qual SB 2338102 
SIN 1, 2 
Qual SB 2338089 
SIN 2 
Qual SB 47E300452 
SIN 6331011 
Qual As: Qual Part No. 
Qual SD 2345430 
SIN 2 
Qual SD 2333126 
SIN 2 
Qual SD 2333127 
SIN SQ2B 
Qual SD ADL 3711 
SIN SQST 
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Fuel Cask Assy. 
RTG Fuel Capsule 
Qualification Status List 
ALSEP Array D Configuration 
(Flight 5) 
Qualified As: Qual Part No. 
Qual SA 2338660 
SIN 4 
Component Qual. 470300400Gl 
(GFE) SIN 6330004 
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1. 2 OUTSTANDING FAILURE ANALYSIS REPORTS 
The below listed FRs against Flight 5 ALSEP configuration are being 
processed for Failure Analysis Reporting as of the data of Publication for 
this QSL. All previous failur~ analysis reports against ALSEP Qual SA, 
Qual SB, Qual SC, and Flight 2A A LSEP hardware have been closed by 
MSC review and approval actions. 
( 1) FR 285, PSE Sensor S/N- 3, Flight Spare 
( 2) 
KSC reported PSE pressure below minimum during periodic checks. 
Analysis established that S/N -3 was acceptable as a spare in support 
of A2 and D test programs. Troubleshooting of the sensor caging 
system did not isolate any defects which would explain suspected 
pressure offsets or other than acceptable leakage rates. A change 
to specify pressure vs. time for measurements was initiated. 
Status: Open 
Action: ( 1) Interim FAR issued on 11/25/70 
(2) Interim FAR, Rev. A update 6/4/71 
(3) Rev. B of the FAR issued 7/26/71 
(4) Final FAR Rev. C issued 10/17/71 
(5) BxA awaiting LSPO closeout action. 
FR A -24, PSELCSE S/N -4, Array A-2, Flight 
After PSE connector cold cyde testing at KSC, loss of channel 3 
long period data was traced to the J35 connector. Array A-2 SP #1 
was returned to BxA for replacement of the PSE connectors and 
plugs. Connector tests at BxA duplicated the KSC moisture induced 
failure modes on the PSE connectors. 
Status: Open 
Action: (1) FR notification is sued 6/14/71 
(2) Interim FAR issued 6/28/71 
(3) Final FAR A24A issued 7/16/71. 
~ 
' ' ' 
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DATI I~ Dd' 71 
(4) Rev. B FAR issued 9/28/71 
(5) BxA awaiting LSPO closeout action. 
(3) FIAR H-GE-0131, HFE S/N-6, Array A2, Flight 
Probe #2 temp. reference was downlinked as full scale high. All 
other downlink data was normal. BxA circuit analysis inducated 
that the loss of one half of an FET switch is most likely cause of 
failure. 
Status: Open 
Action: (1) FIAR provided to BxA on 8/30/71 
(2) Final FIAR issued by BxA on 9/17/71 
(3) BxA awaiting LSPO closeout action. 
(4) FIAR H-GE-0132, Sunshield Release Cord, Array A2, Flight 
During EVA -1, while deploying the ALSEP C/S on the lunar surface, 
the rear sunshield release cord was broken requiring manual release 
of the pins. CRD' s have been is sued to provide stronger release 
cords and pull tests. 
Status: Open 
Action: (1) FIAR provided to BxA on 8/30/71 
(2) Final FIAR issued 10/4/71 
(3) BxA awaiting LSPO closeout action. 
(5} FIAR AA-EH-OOD19, PSELCSE S/N 2, Array D, Flight 5 
Digital data anomalies occurred after rework to correct the failure 
documented on FIAR Dl7. Troubleshooting tests could not recreate 
the failure in either the digital nor the motherboard. The suspect 
boards are being replaced with new boards. 
MO. IIY. NO, 
Qualification Status List ~™ 1052 A LSEP Array D Configuration 
(Flight 5) 
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Status: Open 
Action: ( 1) Originally reported as problem #2 in FIAR D17 
(2) Interim FIAR issued 18 June 1971 
(3) Final FIAR, Rev. A, issued 25 August 1971 
(4) BxA awaiting LSPO closeout action. 
(6) FIAR AA -EH-00022, C/S Bubble Level, Array 0, Flight 5 
Following the Array 0 system thermal vacuum test, the fluid was 
missing from the bubble level in the C/S sunshield. Replacement 
parts were screened by vibration and T/V tests prior to use on the 
central station. 
Status: Open 
Action: (1) TWX notification and FIAR issued 8/25/71 
(2) Final FIAR issued for BxA on 10/15/71 
( 3) BxA awaiting LSPO closeout action 
(7) FIAR AA -EH-00023, PSE Sensor S/N-8, Array D, Flight 5 
After the start of ATP, but prior to PSE vibration, an open circuit 
measurement was discovered and traced to a broken eye in pin 10 
of Header B. Following rework of the eye into a turrent terminal, 
retest verified adequacy of the- fix. 
Status: Open 
Action: (1) FIAR initiated by BxA on 9/1/71 
(2) Interim FIAR issued on 9/13/71 
(3) Final FIAR issued 9/22/71 
(4) Bx.A awaiting LSPO closeout action. 
Qualification Status List 
A LSEP Array D Configuration 
(Flight 5) 
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(8) FIAR AA-EH-OOD24, PSE/CSE Connector, Array D, Flight 5 
During the Array D PSE/CSE interface connector verification test 
(PJ -30 & PJ -35) the Z tidal data went to a 5 VDC level for approxi-
mately one minute at -150 °F. Vibration tests on 13, 14 September 
proved that the anomalies did not originate in the Sensor. The 
connector is being replaced to eliminate contaminant exuded from 
the original potting compound. 
Status: Open 
Action: (1) TWX notification issued 9/7/71 
(2) FIAR issued 10/1/71 
(3) BxA awaiting LSPO closeout action. 
(9) FIAR AA -EH-00025, ASE TGA S/N -6 Selector Switch, Flight 5 
During acceptance test (Post TV) the selector switch contact resis-
tance measurements were 0/T. Further testing indicated a 
degrading condition. Vendor failure analysis isolated the problem 
to a solder defect. 
Status: Open 
Action: (1) TWX notification issued 9/8/71 
(2) Final FIAR issued 10/1/71 
(3) BxA awaiting MSC closeout action. 
(10) FIAR AA-EH-OOD26, LSM S/N-3, Array D, Flight 5 
During Array D T/V test, the S/N-3 LSM data was not synchronous 
with A LSEP data format. The anomaly reoccurred during later 
tests at lunar noon temperatures. Subsequ~ntly, the LSM was 
returned to AMES for rework of an open circuit in the DC -DC 
converter. 
Status: Open 
Action: ( 1 ) TWX notification issued 9/21/71 
: ; . . ~ Qualification Status List 
A LSEP Array D Configuration 
(Flight 5) 
(2) MSC to furnish FIAR analysis. 





During troubleshooting of the PSE S/N -3 sensor caging system 
(FR 285, DRAB 8457) incomplete retraction of the "Y'' caging 
pins was idscovered. Dimensional analyses of the associated 
bellows and installation adjustment factors are being investigated 




(1) TWX notification issued 10/15/71 
(2) Interim FIAR #D 27 issued 10/15/71 
(3) Final FIAR scheduled for 10/29/71 based on 
supplier bellows analysis by 10/22/71. 
2. 0 HARDWARE CHANGES 
The following hardware changes were made to the Array D, Flight 5 
hardware by the specified CRD action. Those changes for SP2 begin with 
the QSD configuration; while the changes associated with SPl begin with the 
ASE prior to the modification program covered by CCP's 300 and 308. 
These changes in no way effect the qualification status of either SPl or SP2. 






Sub Pkg. I 
Cbl. Assy. M /B Ant. 
Cbl. Assy-. (W52)-.ASE 
Mortar 
Cbl. As sy. FlU· . 
Cbl. Spool Assy. 
Body Cbl. Spoo~_:· 
Thumper !Geo .. :-Assy~'-
Thumper Assy;;.·:_ 
Lug Carrier Frame· 
Brkt. Assy. Center Anchor 
Brkt. Assy. Front Anchor 
Skin-Right Panel 
ASE 
Pallet Sub Assy. End Panel 
Link Pivot Cbl. Anchor 
Link Pivot Cbl. Anchor 
Lug Carrier Frame ASE 
ARRAY D, FLIGHT 5 
ATM 1052 
Page 15 of_ 
ASE MODIFICATION CHANGE BASELINE AS OF 10- 8-71 
PRE -MOD P/N & REV: UFOR 
P/N &-REV. CCP 300/308· · 
2339000 S 2339000 T 
u 
2334608 - - 2334608 A 
2333515 B 2333515 C 
2333530· c 2 · 2333539-D-
2330746 C3 2330746 D 
2330747· 0'3:' Z330747 E 
2334772 M 2334772>N·(300) ·· 
2331220 y 2331220 z (300)· 
2330750 -
2339034 A (308) 
2339258 A (308) 
2339291 A (308) 
2369269 A (308) 
2330750 A (308) 
2339253 A (308) 
2339235 A (308) 
2339378 A (308) 





















Add Mod Kit 2339299 (ASE Mod) 
Revise· Thurnp/Geo.· Frotn 2334772-2 
to -4 
Increase Deployment Distance · 
Jncreaae Deploynteat Distance 
Increase. Deployntent': Distance-
lucreaae iD Deploy':meftt Diatal'lce 
Increase· in- Deployment: Distance · 
Add -7 A ssy·. 
Add -7 Assy. 
Add Radi for Crew Safety 
Revise Mat'l Temper HZ4 Not Avail. 
Revise Mat'l Temper H24 Not Avail. 
End Holes to be Matched Drilled 
Reflect ASE Mod 
Install Rivets at Next Assy. 
Correct Thread Callout 
Correct Thread Callout 
Elbninate to L. Build Up 
NOMENCLATURE 
Spring Retainer 
Pallet Sub Assy. Center 
Knob Sel. Sw. Thump. 
Pallet Sub Assy. Left 
Angle Slide Lock 
Release Pin Assy. 
Pedestal 
Handle 
Brkt. Assy. Center Anchor 
Brkt. Assy. Front Anchor 
Cap Fastener Guide 
Shim Pedestal 
Receptacle Mtg. Pin 
Pallet Assy. Mortar Pkg. 
Thumper Assy. ASE 
PRE-MOD PIN&: REV. FnR 
P/N &: REV. CCP 300/308 CRD 
2369270 A (308) FC 60807 
2369252 A (308). FC 60808 
2339223 A (300) FC 60809 
2369251 A (308) FC 60810 
2369277 A {308) FC 60811 
2334037 RC 1 (308) FC 60812 
2369290 A (308) FC 60814 
2369297 A {308) FC 60815 
2369258 B (308) FC 60816 
2369291 B {308) FC 60817 
2334675 D 2334675 E (308) FC 60818 
2369280 A (308) FC 608Zl 
2339035 A (308) FC 60826 A 
2339380 A (308) FC 60828 
.. 2331220 z 2331220 AA (300) FC 60827 
ATM 
Page l- ,if 36 
REMARKS 
Height Chg. to Insure Clearance at 
Stowage 
Clarification of Matched Drilling 
Correct Dwg. Error on Radius Callout 
Parallelism Added to Assure Alignment 
Hole Moved to Allow use of Univ. Hd. 
Rivets 





New Part for ASE Pallet 
New Parts Added 
Eliminate Interferences 
Moved Tab and Added Shim 




Receptacle Shear Pin 
Tab Interlock 
Pallet Sub Assy. Left 
Pallet Sub Assy. Center 
Pallet Sub As sy. End Panel 
Angle Slide Lock 
Angle Side Support 
Hinge Brkt. RH 
Hinge Brkt. 
Angle End Support 
Receptacle Mtg. Pin 
Knob Selector SW. Thump 
Staff, Bottom Section 
ATM 105 
Page 17 o~ J 
PRE-MOD PIN & REV. FOR 
P/N & REV. CCP 300/308 CRD REMARKS 
2369297 B (308) 
2369280 B (308) 
2369298 A (308) 
2369244 A (308) 
2369251 B (308) 
2369252 B (308) 
2369253 B (308) 
2369277 B (308) 
2369246 A (308) 
2369295 A (308) 
2369262 A (308) 
2369266 A (308) 
2339035 B (308) 
2339223 B (300) 
















Correct Dwg. Error and Add Chamfer 
Alternate Mat'l. Added for Shim 
Correct Hole Location 
Part Moved to Higher Assy. to Assure 
Pin Engagement 




Add Clearance for Tol. Condition 
Add Clearance for Tol. Condition 
Add Clearance for Tol. Condition 
Add Clearance for Tol. Condition 
Add Clearance for Tol. Condition 
Correct Dim. Elim. Interference 
Increase I. D. 
Dim. Decrease to Facilitate Stow On 
SPII 
AT!\ .62 
Page 18 of 36 
PRE-MOD ~ PTN &~RE~V. -FOR. --~~--
NOMENCLATURE P/N & REV. CCP 300/308 CRD REMARKS 
Anchor Thumper Cbl. 
Head Cbl. Anchor 
Angle End 
Ring Selector Knob 
Pedestal 
Ring, Detent 
Mod Kit Mortar Pkg. 
Thumper Assy. ASE 
Hinge Assy. 
Thump Geo. 






2339230 A (308) 
2339231 A (308) 
2369264 A (308) 
2331231 B (300) 
2369290 B (308) 
2339226 A (300) 
2339299 A (308) 
2331220 BB (300) 
2369260 A (308) 
2334772 p (300) 
2339299 B (308) 
. "2369280 B2 (308) 
2369256 A (308) 
2369289 A (308) 
















Dim. Decrease to Facilitate Stow on 
SPll 
Dim. Decrease to Facilitate Stow on 
SPII 
Relief Added to Clear Tab 
Revise Thickness to Elim. Interference 
Bore Dia. Chg. 
Revise Mat'l. 
Dwg. Error Spacer Location Dim. 
Omitted 
Revised Selector Knob torque Reqmts. 
Cut Spring Ends 
Revise Kapton Callout 
Revise Pain~g Instructions 
Add Shim to Next Assy. 
Eliminate Interference 
Spring Too Stiff for Proper Op. · 
Design Error Revised to Meet Sw. Stop 
Reqmts. 
PRE-MOD PIN & REV. FOR -~----~--~--~- ~-----------~ 
ATM 1052 
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NOMENCLATURE P/N & REV. CCP 300/308 CRD REMARKS 
Anchor Assy. Front Leg 
Anchor Assy. Center Leg 





Sub Pkg. II Assy. 
Thumper 
Foam Stowage 
Packing Foam Assy. 
Mod Kit- MPA 
Shaft Pivot 
Pallet Assy. M/P 
Foam Stowage Geoph. 
Stow. 

































Revise Assy. Note 
Revise Assy. Note 
Add Marker Ref. Nos. 
Chg. Paint Reqmts. 
Added Parts Per CCP 308 
Identify Location of Part Marking 
Provide Clearance 
Provide Clearance 
Altered Cbl. Stowage to Accomodate 
Excess Cbl. 
Shoulder Too Long 
Add Shim & Reflect Shoulder Chg. 
Additional Relief Req 'd~ 
PRE-MOD P7N & REV. FOR 
NOMENCLATURE P/N & REV. CCP 300/308 
Support Strip Anchor 2369339 A 
Packing Foam Assy. 2369232 c 
Anchor Stowage 
Pallet Assy. 2339380 D 
Sub Pkg. II Assy. 2339100 u 
Hinge Brkt. R. H. 2369295 B 
Mod Kit-MPA 2339299 D 
Cover Segment 2369230 A 
Leg Anchor 2369256 B 
Pull Loop 2369233 A 
Brkt. Guide 2369243 A 
Strap Anchor Stowage 2369238 A 
Stud Link 2369274 A 
Lanyard Anchor Leg 2369337 A 
Release 
Segment Cover Assy. 2369229 A 
2369233 A 
Panel Cover Anchor 
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REMARKS 
Smaller Strips Req'd. to Allow 
Anchor Removal 
Reduce Thickness of Teflon Film 
for Stowage 
Wrong Screw Callout 
Pictorial Chg. to Correct Pallet 
Picture 
Clearance Req'd. for Tol Condition 
Provide Additional Retaining Ability 
Kapton Cover Flaps Revised 
Provide Clearance 
Revised to Agree with Retainer on SPfi 
Provide Clearance for M/B 
Increase Strap Width 
Thread Length Shortened to Eliminate 
Interference 
Increase Strength of Lanyard 
Larger Cover Req'd to Provide Clearance 
Modified to Allow Stowage of Anchors 
PRE -IVfOD PIN & REV •. FOR 
NOMENCLATURE P/N & REV. CCP 300/308 
Pallet Assy. M/P 
Su~ Pkg. II Assy. 
Anchor, Thumper Cbl. 
*Cover, Segment 
Pallet Assy. 
Sub Pkg. II A ssy. 
Stud Link 
**Angle Brkt. 
Pallet Assy .. M/P 
Support Hat Section 
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REMARKS 
Chg. Sun Compass & Reroute Release 
Lanyard 
Cover Assy. & Stow. Mode Changed 
to Allow Proper Mating of Cover with 
MPA Pallet 
Eliminate Sharp Edges (Note) 
Make Hole & Slot Dim. Relate to Chg. 
in Flange Dim. 
Revise Character Template Callout 
Update Top Assy. Resulting from Lower 
Tier Chg. i. e. , Remove Pivot Pin 
CN 2339181 (Ref. ECP 015) 
Ensure Proper Engagement with Locking 
Feature in Nut 
Revise Dim. Part too Short 
Rotate Release. Pins 180° 
Allow Proper Mating at Assy. 
Strap too Long for Proper Mating 
PRE -MOD - UP7N g( REV. FOR 
NOME~CLATURE P/N & REV. CCP 300/308 
Sub Pkg. I 2339000 y 
Thumper As sy. ASE 2331220 AF 
Link Pivot Cbl. Anchor 2339235 B 
Sub Pkg. II Assy. 2339100 w 
Pallet Assy. M/P. 2339380 J 
Angle Brkt. 2339233 c 
Link Pivot Cbl. Anchor 2339235 c 
Strap Anchor Stowage 2339238 c 
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REMARKS 
Provide Positive Attachment of 
Cap On Tool Guide 
Permit Stow on TGA Without Damaging 
Thumper Cbl. 
Eliminate Safety HA 









Mod Kit MPA 
Anchor Thumper Cbl. 
Pallt:t Assy. M/P 
Thumper Assy. 
Mod Kit MPA 
Mod Kit MPA 
Clip Pin R£>tainer 
PRE -MOD ---p7N &. REY:~UFQr~-
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Page 23 of 36 
REMARKS 
Chg. P /N of Switch 
Cbl. Stow. Revised to Reflect Chg. 
to Ant. Reel 
Eliminate Unnecessary Clearance 
Add Doublers for Pedestals 
Chg. Torque Value in Note 
Revise Stowage of Ant. Cable &: Cable 
Reel to Insure Deployment 
Chg. Mat'l. &: MR.-SPEC Callout 
Revise Dim. for Mating 
PART NAME 






QSD TO FLIGHT 5 































Tnr. D & E 





Page 24 of 36-
JUSTIFICATION 
Released Cco....~gura.tion to 
Document the use of Mass 
Sim. for Oual 
~ 
.,. 
Revise guide CQ.p cap stowage 
Adt11lli'E l.Just t!over - ttP 1.:11 
j 
Add HFE Probe Restraint.- ECP 00. 
CCP 295: Addition of RTG dust 
cover 
Add UHT dust caps & provide 
interim stowage of R TG screws 
CCP 297 
Eliminate chafing of HFE cable 
during deployment (ECP 015) 
Add Kapton tape to eliminate 
chafing (ECP 015) 
Add pallet for ASE Mod. 
(CCP 308) 





IPU Generator (GE) 
Carrier Assembly 
Fuel Transfer Tool 




Carry Bar /Ant. Mast 
Upper 
Carry Bar /Ant. Mast 
Lower 
RTG Dust Cap 
UHT Dust Cap 
QSD TO FLIGHT ' 13-PKG. II 





















Page 25 of 36 
JUSTIFICATION 
Released Configuration to 
Document Pallet Assy. Difference 
Simulator only needed for Qual. 
Mass Sim. only need for Qual. 
Mass Sim. only needed for Qual. 
Mass Sim. only needed for Qual 
Mass Sim. only needed for Qual 
Mass Sim. only needed for Qual 
Mass Sim. only needed for Qual 
Added per CCP 295 
Added per CCP 297 
QSD 
PART NAME PART NUMBER 
PSE Stool Not Used 
Boom Attach. Release Not Used 
Assembly 




Shorting Plug Assy. 
CAP Fastener 
Guide 








CONFIGURA. J.\1 DIFFERENCES Page 26 , 
FLT. 5 CRD 
PART NUMBER EFFECTIVITY JUSTIFICATION 
2344723 - Increased Foot Pad and Thermal 









SP1015B Flt. A2 and 
Flt. 5 Sub-
Pkg. I & II 
Previous Qual Hied on QSA & QSB 
Previous Qualified on QSA & QSB 
Previous Qualified on QSA & QSB 
Dummy R TG Used on Qual 
Parts only used on Flt. Hardware 
No Boom Attachrr..ent on Qual-Part 
Previously Qualified 
No Shorting Plug-Part Previously 
Qualified 








HFE Dust Cover 
·Retainer, PSE Stool 







Lock Pin Assy. 
Boom Attach. Stud 


























No PSE Stool on Qual-Part 
Previously Qualified 
Parts Only Used on Flt. Hardware 
No Shorting Plug used on Qual-
Part Previously Qualified 
No Shorting Plug used on 
Qual - Part Previously Qualified 
Released Configuration to Doc\unent 
the Non- Usage of Boom Attachment 
That was Previously Qualified 
That was Previously Qualified 
That was Previously Qualified 
That was Previously Qualified 










HFE Stage 3 As sy 






















S/N 4, 6, & & 
A-2, Flt. 5 & 
SP 
S/N 4, 6, & 7 
A- 2, Flt. 5 
&SP 







Flt. 5 & Sub Q 
Flt. A- 2, Flt. 5 
& Sub Q 
A1 52 
Page 28 of 36 
JUSTIFICATION 
CRD 60388, 60430 
CRD 60388 
CRD 60576 (Add Proof Test 
Note for Knots) Ref. Chit A-2 
S/P II CDR STC-1 
..... 
CRD 60576 {Add Proof Test Nl te 
for Knots) Ref. Chit A-2 S/P II 
CDR STC-1 
67010 - Damping Mat'l needed 
between HFE Probe Box and 
Boom Attach. to avoid Impact 
Loading during Vibration. Ref. 
ECP 001 
Chg'd part no. of probe pkg to add 
stripe to emplacement tool 
Ref. CRD 67048 & CCBD 150005 
Addition of nominal depth mark 
CCB is 0005 
NO. RIY. MO. 
ATM 1052 
Qualification Status List 
ALSEP Array D Configuration 
(Flight 5) PAGI 
29 OF . 3b 
/~"' .. o IIJ ace 
/Stems Dlvlelon 
3. 0 QUAL TEST HISTORY 
3. 1 SUBPACKAGE #1 ASSEMBLY 
DATI 
Subpackage 1 was successfully qualified under the Qual SA Program. 
The QSL sheets provided in Appendix B for Subpackage 1 reflect the Qual 
SA test results except where noted on the applicable sheets or discussed 
herein. 
3. 1. 1 BxA transmitters, P/N 2345250, S/N 28 and S/N 29 (on Flight 5) 
were qualified under the Qualification Test Program performed on the A-2 
Qualification Unit Transmitter, P/N 2344600, S/N 23 and S/N 21. ATR 
266 details the history of the A-2 Transmitter Qualification Test Program. 
The details of the qualification testing are itemized in the Appendix QSL 
Sheet B-8. 
3. 1. 2 Dual 90 Channel Multiplexers and 8 Bit A/D Converters, Model 
2345500, S/N 16, were qualified under the Qualification Test Ps ogram 
performed on 5/N 15 unit. ATR 292 details the history of the Qualification 
Program conducted for S/N 16. The details of qualification testing are 
itemized in the Appendix QSL Sheet B -9. 
3. 1. 3 Resettable Solid State Timer (R55T), 5/N 004, was qualified under 
the Qualification Test Program performed for RSST S/N 002. The duly 
approved qualification test procedure covering this test is 13877-992. The 
details of the qualification testing are itemized in the Appendix QSL Sheet 
B -12" 
3. 1. 4 16 channel A5E Multiplexer. A/D converter model 2346700, S/N 
14 was qualified under the Qualification Test Program performed on the 
S/N 14 unit. ATR-291/B5R 3161 details the history of the qualification 
history conducted for 5/N 16. The details of the qualification testing are 
itemized in Appendix QSL sheet BS. 
15 Oct 71 
3. 1. 5 Redundant Command Receiver, model 2345147, S/N 16 was qualified 
under the Qualification Test Program performed on S/N 14. The duly approved 
test procedure covering this test is 12-P11261B Revision B. The details of 
the qualification testing are itemized in Appendix QSL Sheet Bl3. 
MO. REV. MO. 
ATM 1052 
Qualification Status List 
ALSEP Array D Configuration 
(Flight 5) PAGE 30 39 OF /-~raJ ace 
'tstems Division DATE 15 Oct 71 
3. 1. 6 The ASE Experiment, 2330750-6, S/N 6, which is the flight unit for 
Array D was originally qualified on the Qual SC program. The ASE Experiment 
used in this qualification program was 2330750-4 S/N 5. The ASE modifications 
as covered by GCP 300 and CCP 308 do not require requalification as so stated 
at the MBA, SN 8 and SP#l FTRR/FACI of 3 August 1971 (see Memo 71-9703-35). 
The rationale for not requalifying the ASE/Geophone Assembly is covered by 
Internal Memo 978-12-1214. The Qual. rationale for MBA/MBA pallet inter-
face and effect of ASE Mods on SP#1 and SP#2 are contained in Memo 9712-633. 
At the FTRR/FACI ASE satellite meeting of 14 June 1971, minutes 978-12-1205, 
it was agreed that requalification of the ASE because of proposed changes would 
not be performed. It was agreed at the CARR Board meeting of 10/20/71, minutes 
9712-635, that the qualification of the ASE in regards to stability would be an open 
item pending the results of MSC/BxA LRC evaluation team. It was also stated at 
this meeting that the verification of the geophone anchor design will be accomplished 
by ALSEP crew training exercises. The following tests were to provide the test 
confidence in the planned changes: 
Thumper switch mod - (CCP 300): 
Functional PIA 




Array D Integration 





Array D Integration 
Engineering model verification of firing environment at Langley ( LRC) 
The above test program has been successfully concluded. The details 
of the original qualification testing on Qual SC qualification program are 
itemizedinAppendixQSLsheetB19-B2l.The retest for the modification program 
was performed successfully as follows: 
Item Tested Test Procedure 
T hum per/ G eophone Functional TP2337942C 
Level A Spares Vib. TP2338738A 




Qualification Status List 
ALSEP Array D Configuration 
(Flight 5) 
Item Tested 
Mortar Box Assy 
T /V Environmental 
Thumper /Geophone 
T/V Soak 











The details of th~·ASE qualification testing 'performed on qual 
system SCare itemized in the Appendix QSL Sheets B-19. - B-21. 
31 OF 36 
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Qualification Status List 








DATE 15 Oct 71 
3o 2 SUBPACKAGE #2 ASSEMBLY 
Portions of Subpackage 2, Model 2339100-1 S/N 17 was qualified 
under the Qualification Test Program performed on SP #2 S/N 16 unit. 
The qualification of Subpackage #2 was initially accomplished as 
a result of Qual SA system level tests. QSL sheets are provided in 
Appendix B for Subpackage #2. The major change in Subpack #2 for Array D 
is the structural changes to HFE and the SP #2 partial qual as stated below. 
3. 2. 1 Heat Flow Experiment (HFE). The HFE was originally environ-
mentally and functionally qualified as a result of system level testing on 
the Qual SB Subpackage #1 configuration. The requalification for Array D 
Flight Unit S/N04 was accomplished on the Array D SP #2 Qualification 
Program. HFE S/N 2 was used to qualify HFE in this qualification program. 
The system level parameters for this qualification are listed in Appendix 



















2334346 -Design Limit 
Baseline IST 
23 38600 -Modified IST 
Vib. & Mod. 
2334348 Design Limit 
2333015-SIDE Modified 
PIA 
MO. RI!V. MO. 
ATM-1052 
Qualification Status List 
ALSEP Array D Configuration (Flight 5) PAGI! 33 OF 36 
Section 4. 0 QUAL TEST REPORT LIST 



















Baseline Integrated System Test 
System Crosstalk 
System EMI 
Central Station Power Dissipation 
Mass Properties, SP # 1 
Mass Properties, SP #2 
Acceptance Vibration, SP #1 
Acceptance Vibration, SP #2 
Post Vibration Integrated System Test 
Magnetic Properties Subpackage # 1 
(Stowed) 
Magnetic Properties Subpackage #2 
(Stowed) 
Stray Field Magnetic Properties 
(Deployed} 
Thermal/Vacuum Acceptance 
Design Limit Vibration SP # 1 
Design Limit Vibration Subpackage #2 
NO. RIV. NO. 
ATM-1052 
Qualification Status List 
ALSEP Array ~ Configuration (Flight 5) 
PAGE 34 OF 
Section 4. 0 QUAL TEST REPORT 'WOapace 






fication SIDE -PIA 
2333057-(page 7 only) RTG 
Resistance 
2334343 -Ace eleration 
2338600-Modified IST 
2334330 -Acceleration 
2333015 -SIDE PIA 
233 3059 -RTG Functional 
2334345-System Test 
2 3 38610-Environment 
2338617 -IST 











13414196-Environmental T /~35 
2341497 -:f\mctioaal T/V 
234494,-8 -~E pual V:~~ / 
2344932 -ASE C/S Qu'a.l Vib.235 
SUBJECT 
Qualification Shock Test Subpackage # 1 
Subpackage No. 2 Shock 
Subpackage # 1 Acceleration 
Qualification 
Subpackage #2 Acceleration 
Qualification 
Mission Simulation 
Design Limit Thermal Vacuum Test 
Transmitter 
90 Channel MUX 
Requa! ASE Post EMI Fixes 
36 
t• 
Qualification Status List 
ALSEP Array D Configuration (Flight 5) 


















2333069E-HFE P/A 262 
2333049D-SP 2 Mag Prop. 263 
2347072-Antenna Aiming 




2333026 -Thermal Vacuum 
2337912ADesign Limit 
2333076A-ASE EMI 














Array D Subpackage II Qual 
Subpackage II Qual 
Subpackage II Qual 
Subpackage II Qual 
Subpackage II Qual 
Subpackage II Qual 







NO. aev. No. 
ATM 1052 
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DATE l 5 Oct "7 1 
Qualification Status List 
ALSEP Array D Configuration 
(Flight 5) 














177 Qual C 
216 Qual C 
235 Qual C 
NO. REV. MO. 
ATM 1052 
PAGE 36 Of 36 
DATE 1 5 Oct 7 1 
SUBJECT 
12-P 11261B 294 Redundant Command Receiver 
Component Qual, Array D 
MO. REV. MO. 
ATM-1052 Qualification Status List 
ALSEP Array D Configuration 
Appendix A 




QSL SHEET COMPARISON CRITERIA 
The qualification status defined in the Appendix B QSL Sheets 
DATE 15 Oct 71 
(BxA format 970-12) is presented in a manner to compare ALSEP equip-
ment specified environment or parametric requirements to the stress 
levels achieved during Qual sn·or previous programs. 
The qualification status has been established l?Y the gualification 
testing accomplished at BxA or at the vendor facility during a component 
qual program and is reflected on the applicable QSL sheets by the listing 
of the appropriate test procedure, test reports and remarks relative 
to each test or to prior qualification tests. 
Qualification testing of ALSEP for vibration shock, and acceleration 
was required at the system level only except for those items qualified on 
a component basis. That is, all equipments that comprise ALSEP were 
subjected to design limit levels for a stowed configuration, simulating 
the mounting of ALSEP into the LM compartment. The qualification vib-
bration levels f9r Array D Subpackage 2 qualification are depicted in Figures 
1 through 5. The following references are provided to allow identification 
of the qualification vibration levels for various components during previous 
test proQ'ram;:;,; 
ATM 7b:> Qualification Status List for Array A 
ATM 825 Qualification Status List for Array B 
ATM 859 Qualification Status List for Array C 
ATM 986 Qualification Status List for Array AZ 
The qualification testing of Qud SA required testing to qualify the 
Array SA sunshield and astronaut switches. For the induced environments 
test, a Subpackage #1 was employed with mass simulators used for the 
previously qualified experiments. 
The qualification levels for the Command Receiver, Transmitter, 
A/D Converter, RSST, and Multiplexer at the component levels are as 
indicated on each applicable item QSL sheet in Appendix B. 
The SP #2 and HFE requalification was accomplished per BxA TM- 598, 
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RANDOM VIBRATION SPECTRUM 
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Qualification Status List ATM 1052 
Appendix B Bi PAGE OF 
DATE 150ct71 
As setnbly Iten1 
SUBPACI\:AGE til 
SP Ill, Antenna Assembly 
Central Station Components 
Filter Diplexer 
Diplexer Switch 




90 Channel Multiplexer 
Power Distribution Unit 
Power Conditioning Unit 
CjS Timer (RSST) 
Command Receiver 
Passive Seismic Experiment 
PSE Sensor Assembly 
PSE CjS Electronics 
Shroud, Thermal Control 
PSE Gnomon Assembly 
Lunar Seis1nic Magnatometer ( LSM) 
Active Seismic Experiment 
Mortar Package Assembly 
ASE/CSE 
Thumper Geophone Assembly 
SUBPACKAGE f/2 
RTG Assembly 
RTG Shorting Plug 
ALHT 
PSE Leveling Stool 
Heat Flow Experiment (HFE) 
QUALIFICATION STATUS LIST-ALSEP PROGRAM- ASSEMBLY. SUBPACKAGE #l !Date 9/30/71 JNo. ATM-10521Rev. No. . 
fAnalyst I Page of Pages 
Environment Stress Level 
Verification of Stress Le,•el Capabilitv 
Item and/or Document Re~arks Nomenclature Parameter Requirement Capability Agent Location Reference Date See Note 1. 
Subpackage Ji l ENV!EQNMENTAL 
BxA 2339000 Temperature: TP2334335 Successfully Qualified 
S/N 19, Operating -300°F to t.250°F -300°F to +2500 BxA .Ann Arbor, Mich TP2.333032 t; lll/ o8 on QSA 
Flight 5 Non-Operating -65°F to +160°F External SP #1 ATR-60, 70 
Earth 
-300°F to +250°F Conditions .BSR-23~7. 2376 Qualified on Qa 
Moon 
SA Qual Pressure 
2334848, S/N3 Operating -12 Tested to BxA Same Same as above 6/10/68 Test level limited by test 10 Torr 
Non-Operating SL to Io-12 Torr 5 x 10-6 Torr equipment capabilities 
Humidity 
Designed to meet Operating N/A BxA Same X'A N!A N/A 
Non-Operating l5-100 01o Requirements 
Vibration Tested to Design TP2334343 Operating (N/A) Successfully Qualified on 
Non-Operating See appendix A Limit V :b levels BxA Same 
ATR-82, 83 6/28/68 Qual SA 
herein. indica ted in BSR-2402, 2403 Launch & Flight Figures 1-5 
Lunar Landing 
Acceleration Tested to 14. Sg TP2334343 
Operating N/A l minute duratio BxA Same ATR-90, 91 7/4/68 Same as above 
Non-Operating l4g-axis each axis. BSR-2412, 24!3 
Shock Tested to 15~ TP2334328 
Operating N/A Zg 11 ms saw- BxA Same ATR-8b, 87 b/29/68 Same as above 
Non-Operating 15g-ll ms tooth each axis BSR-2406, 2.407 
Salt Spray NIA \ No Test Required 
Sand & Dust Not defined:·;- No Test ReQuired 
Fungus N/A No Test Required 
Acoustical Noise Not defined No Test Required 
Rain N/A No Test ReQuired 
Radiation LED-520 l30W /ft2 BxA Ann Arbor Mic_l) TP 2337912 6}10/68 See Ooeratin~t Temoerature 
Explosion Pr"<m.{ N/A No Test ReQuired 
PARAMET!U!:.< Tested as part Capable of start-
Functional 
of the integrated up and operation 
6/I0/68 Qualified on QSA system in space lunar surface TP2334345 
Performance 
simulation 
BxA Ann Arbor, Mich TP2338610 8/7/68 
ALSEP TM-342 
chamber ATR. 101-IOZ . 
--~-----
970-12 Sheet_ll_ of _27 __ 
QUALIFICATION STATUS liST-ALSEP PROGRAM SUBPACKAGE l, ANTENNA ASSEMBLY lDal:e "· 30;71 ]No. ATM·l ~;JR·,:;,:-~-z;-:-- ---, Revised 1/31 /h9 JAnalystR. O. J. j Page of Pages • 
Environment Stress Level 
Verification of Stress Level Capability 
ltetn and/or DocJmen~ Re:n~arks 
Nomenclature Parameter Requirement Capability Agent Location Refe1· cnce Date 
Antenna ENVIRONMENTAL Tested in Space 
Assembly 
Temperature: Simulation Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbor, Mid TP 2334335 May-.'une Qualification of the Antenna 
Operating -250°F to +300°:E Chamber for Systems l%8 Assy has been accomplished 
Helical Antenna Non-Operating 
-65°F to +l60°F 
temp excursions ATR-60, 70 at system level during 
BxA Z330307, Earth of -3000F to BSR-2367, 2376 Qual SA. 
S/N 5, Moo1:1 IN/A 
.7<;rl0,;-
Flight 5 Pressure lxl0- 12mm~ Verified to Be1:1dix Aerospace Ann Arbor, Micb TP2334335 
,SA Qual S/N 4; Operating Sea L to 10- Sxlo-6 Torrs in Systems ATR-60, 70 
'T'est level limited by test 
Non-Operatinll mmHa Space Sim Cham BSR-2367 2~76 equipment capabilities 
Antenna Cable Humidity Designed to mee Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbor, Mid "o "'esting required 
BxA 23345ZZ, Operating N/A Humidity Req'rnt Systems N/A N/A 
S/N 6, Non-Operatinl! 15% to 100% RH 
Flight 5 Vibration Tested in stowed Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbor, Mid T. P. 2.334346 June-July In stowed configuration, the Operating N/A configuration to Systems 1968 aiming mechanism is mounted 
SA Qual Non-Operating Refer to ATR-16 vibration design ATR-82, 83 on S/P#2. Refer to ATM-776 
2330300, S/N 4 Launch 8t Flight Addendum 1 u~s ind1d:ted5
, 
BSR-2402, 2403 for x-Axis Random Vibration 
•· Lunar Landin,q '\in .Fiae l n Qual level for Earth Launch 
Acceleration · Tnb!cl in stowed Bendix-Aerospace Ann Arbor. Micb TP 2334343 July Boost Phase 
Operating N/A confifuration 14 SysteJns ATR-90. Ol \068 Successfully qualLfied 
Non-Operating ATR-16, Add. 1 ~ .. ~t:. .. !:'!!,~ BSR-2412, 2413 e:ee r~ote; ! 
Antenna Gimbal Shock Tested in stowed Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbor, M~ch TP 2.33432.8 I Package Operating N/A confi~uration Systems ATR-86. 87 July 
BxA 2339140, S/N S Non-Operating ATR-16, Add. 1 ~ 5.t~,.:} !,~'~.,; R 2406, 2407 1968 'I' 
S/N 9, 2339175 Salt Spray N/A 
Flight 5 Sand & Dust LED-520 Exceeds Reo Bendi~ J?pc"~~~h T .~he !';nnthfi eld Mich Desi2.n Verif. June 1967 Verified by Analysis 
SA Qual Fungus N/A 
2339140 S/N 7 Acoustical Noise N/A 
2339175 S/N 4 Rain N/A 
Radiation LED-520 Exceeds Reo Bendix Research Labs Southfield Mich Design Veri£. June 1967 Verified bv Analysis 
Explosion Proof N/A 
PAR AM: 
Radiated Power 42.5 dbm 42. 5 dbrn Bendix Research Labs Southfield, Mich Design Verif. P•st environmental 
(Eff. Beamwidth 27°@11.7db 29°@ 11. 7 db Report #4028 June 1967 functional tests sucessfully 
Transmit/Receive) 27°@11. 0 db 31°@II.O db perforn1ed on the antenna 
assembly at Bx RPsearch 
Input VSWR on 9/12/68 per TP2338629 
@Transmitter £0 I. 25: 1 I. 25: 1 Bendix Research Labs Southfield, Mich. Design Veri£. and documented by Report 
@Receiver £0 I. 5:1 I. 50: 1 Report #4028 BRL #4620 
Minimum Power I. 5w CW I. 5w CW 
Handling Capability @Transmitter f @Transmitter f Bendix Research Labs Southfield, Micb Design Verii. I 0 0 Maximum Aiming I. 16° RMS 0. 75° RMS Design Verif. Error Report l\14037 
__ ...... ~-"-
-Sheet....a=. Of __...,.... 
' 
QUALIFICATION STATUS LIST·ALSEP PROGRAM CENTRAL STATION ELECTRONICS ~te 9/30/71 1~~· ATM-l05ziRev. No •. " 
COMPO;'IF:NTS !Analyst Rantec J Page __ of ___ Pages · 
En'{ ironment Stress Level 
Verification vi Stress Levd Capability 
Item and/or Document Remarks 
Non1enclature Paran1eter Requiretnent Capability Agent Location Reference Date 
:8~VIRONMENTAL 1. Qualification verified 
Rantec ~alabasil.s, Calif 2/:9/67 
l 
Filter, Diplell!er emperature: Rantec in SPit! Qual SA test Operating -2S°F to tlo0°F OK per reqm #66279-QTP 2/io/67 
BxA #Z3305Z5 
Non-Operating 
-65°F to t 160°F 
Wyle Labs ~1 Segundo, Calii 
1 S/N 8, Earth OK per reqm Moon ---
. Flight 5 Pressure + 
BxA #2330525 Operating '-I0-12 Torr I x 10-5 Torr Wyle Labs ~1 Segundo, Calif 2/20i67 (Qualified in system to 
SA Qual, S/N 5 Non-Operating 30 to l. 3 Torr OK 5 1C 10:6 TOU'J!) 
Humidity 
Operating lOOo/o RH at 1600 2/8/67 NA 
Non-Operat:W 15 to 100% R. H lOOo/o RH at 120°J 
' 
Vibration -Operatin N/A 1 
Non- Operating Random: 15 t'2 \ 2/13/67 See remark I 
!50 cps, 0. Zg /c P'OK per reqrn. I Sine:5 to 20 cps 0. 4 in. D. A. 20 
Acceleration "' >VV <ep~ 0~ ~ 
I N/A OK per reqm See remark I 2/10/67 Non-Operating 2"- g's ea. axis 
Shock t ,If Operating N/A OK per reqm. II 2/9/67 See remark I 
Non-Operatin£ 20 g's ea. axis 
Salt Spray N!A N/A 
Sand & Dust Ni.:, N/A 
Fungus N/A N/A 
Acoustical Noise NiA NIA 
Rain NiA N/A 
Radiation EMI Radiated at fo=*~ 52db tiunker Kama anoe:a Park Cah 66279-QTP 2/22/67 
Explosion Proof NIA N/A 
PARAMETRI~ 
Rantec Calabasas, 66279-PTP-D Before and ., Qualified as part of an 
VSWR l. 3o: I :\1ax all l. 22:1 max Calif. after each ' integrated system in the i 
ports 33 Me Min environmenta I space simulation chamber 
test i during Qual S/A 
' I 
Insertion Loss 0. 8 db ~1ax 0, 73 db max Rantec Calabasas, 66279-PTP-D 1/16/67 to 7 TP 2333032 Calif. 2/23/67 I ATF-60,70 
June l ofS 
Isolation between :;o db i r to fLO 90 db min 
Channels 80 db ~to fr ?' 100 db min Rantec Calabasas, 66279-PTP-D l/16/67to Calif. 2/23/67 
"""·"• __ , 
970·12 Sheet_m,:__ of ~ 
QUALIFICATION STATUS liST -ALSEP PROGRAM CTNTRAL ST AT10;'\; ELECTHONlCS I /I -'Vf l .L I .ft .i lV.l- lll:ti. .-.-
COMPO?--;ENTS !Analyst Rantec J' Page __ of ___ Pages· 
Verification of Stress Level Capability -
Environn1.ent Stress Lc:vcl 
Item and/or Document Rt:n1arks 
Notnenclature Parameter R equiren1ent Capab[lity Agent Location Reference Date 
ENV!BONMENTAL 
f=alabasas, Calif 
1- Qua lifh:at:ion verified i.!; 
Diplexer Temperature: Rantec 66279-QTP Zfi9J67 SPill Qual SA test. 
Switch Operating -25°F to -l60°F OK per reqm. 2/6ic7 
BxA #2330526, Non- Operating Wyle Lab" ~1 Segundo Cz!lif 
S/N 7, Earth -65°F to -160°F OK per reqm. 
Flight 5 Moon ---
Pressure 
i x 10· 5 Torr Qualified in svsten1 to SA Qual, S/N 5 Operating 10-12 Torr Wyle Labs ~1 Segundo Calif 66279-QTP 2/20/67 S x to-6 Torrs Non-Operating 30 to l. 3 Torr OK 
Humidity 
l OOo/o RH at 1600, 
I I f Operating 
100o/o RH at 1200, ! I 2/8.67 Non-Operat~ 15 to lOOo/o R. H. I 
Vibration -Operatir ~N/A I Non-Operating andom: 15 to 2 2/13/67 See rentark l 150 cps, 0. Zg I ps OK per reqm 
Sine: 5 to 20 c~s 
0, 4 in. D. A. 0 
to 100 cps. 8'gs 
Acceleration I 
Operating N/A OK per reqrn. t 2/10167 See ren1ark I Non-Operating 25g's ea axis 
Shock I 
Operating N/A OK per reqrn J, 2/9/67 See rernark 1 
Non-Operating 20 !!' s ea axis 
Salt Spray N/A N/A 
Sand & Dust N/A N/A 
Fungus N/A N/A 
Acoustical Noise N/A N/A 
Rain N/A N/A 
Radiation Radiated at fo=* 50 db Bunker Ramo Canoga Park Cal' 66279-QTP 2/2~ '67 
Explosion Proof Nl.-\ N/A 
PARAMETRI~ Before and 
VS\\R l, .lc: l \lax L 21:1 max after each 
(130 Me min) Ra10tec alabasas, Calif 66279-PTP-S environtnenta 
test 
i 
; Qualified as part of a::1 
ln;:ertion Loss 0. 7 db Max 0, 63 db max Rantec ala ba sa s, Calif 66279-PTP-S 1/lb/67 to \.integrate-d svsten1. in the 
2,23to7 { space sin1ulation chatnber I during Qual SA 
Isolation bet-..\'een 20 db Min Port I 
Channels A to Port B or 22 db min Ran tee alabasas, Calif 66279-PTP-S I /lo/ b7 to I 
vice versa 2/23/67 
-- ---~----- ~ ---------·-
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Envirunn1ent Stress Level 
V,;rification of Stress Level Capability 
Item and/or Document Remarks N'1nlenclature Parameter R~quircment Capability Agent Location Reference Date 
1 6 Channel ASE ENVIRONMENTAL 
MFX-ADC Temperature: Qualification 
BxA 2'l46700 Operating -22°F to +l58°F -22"F to +lSB"F BxA .A.n.t~, Arbor, Mic1 Test Report 10Augl97l 
S/N 13 Non-Operating ATR-291 
Earth 
Bx.A 2346700 Moon Pressure 1 x 10-S rom of l x 10- 5 mm of 
S/N 14 Operating 
Te8t 1(>\.·el li:nited by 
Flight 5 Non-Operating Hg Hg BxA Same Same 10 Aug 1971 equipment capability 
Humidity N/A NjA 
Operating QS% RH for 1 95% RH for 1 BxA Same Sa1ne 10 Aug 1971 ~o t~st required 
Non-Operatin.e. cvcle cycle 
Vibration 
Operating Per Per BxA Same Same 1 0 .c\ ug 1 o 7 1 
Non-Operating AL-410800 AL-410BOO 
Launch & Flight Rev A Rev A I 
Lunar Landing 
Acceleration 14. 0 G 's along 14.0 G's along BxA Same Same 10 Aug 1971 
Operating each of three each of three 
Non-Operating axes 1 steady axes steady 
Shock 20 G-peak ll ms 20 G-peak ll ms 
Operating sawtooth per sawtooth per BxA Same Same 10 Aug 1971 
Non-Operating MIL-STD BlOB MIL-STD BlOB 
Salt Spray ~/A N/A :-;-o test reguired 
Sand & Dust ~lA NIA ::\o tes• reauired 
Fungus N/A N/A No test required 
Acoustical Noise N/A N}A Xo_t_est required 
Rain NIA N/A ;'\o test required 
Radiation ~iA NIA Xo test reauired 
Explosion Proof X/A N/A ::\o test required 
PARAMETRI!:; 
Functional Per Per BxA Ann Arbor, Mich Qualifif:ation 10 Aug JQ7l 
Performance .AL-410800 AL-410BOO Test Report 
Rev A Rev A ATR-291 
EMI Per Per BxA 1\nn Arbor, Mich Qualification 10 Aug 1971 
Performance AL-410800 AL-410BOO Test Report 
Rev A Rev A ATR-291 
----~ 
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Environment Stress Ltevel 
Verification of Stress Level Capability 
!tern and/or Document Rernarks 
::-..:or!lcnclaturc Parameter Requirement Capability Agent Location Reference Date 
ENVlliONMENTAL 
Command Decoder f emperature: 
-22°F to+ l58°F -22°F to +158°F 
TP <!334335 Qualified in SP!i I during 
~ #i!330569 Operating Bendix Aerospac0 Aan Arbor, Micb ATR-60, 70 May-Jmu, Qual SA test 
S/N 8, Non-Operating BSR-2363, 2376 lc)bH 
Flight 5 Earth -65°F to +160°F -65°F to +l60°F 
Moon IN/A IN/A 
Pressure 
-12 Tested in Spare 
May- June Test Level Limited by 
SA Qual, S/N 2 Operating 1 x 10 mmHg Sim. Chamber to Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbor, Mich BSR- 2363, 237 6 1968 Equipment Capability 
Non-Operating S/Lto 1 x lOmmH 5x 10-6 Torr 
Humidity Designed to meet No testing required. 
Operating N/A Humidity Re- Bendix Aerospace AnnArhor, Mich N/A N/A 
Non-Operating 15o/o to 100% 'auirements 
Vibration Tested to S/P#l Qualified to Design Limit Operating N/A Design Limit Tes Bendix Aerospace AnnArbor, Mich TP2334346 June 
Non-Operating Refer to ATR-16 Levels Refer to ATR-82, 83 1968 
Test Levels for Subpackage # 1 
Launch & Flight Addendum 1 figures I through BSR-2402, 2403 
(in the stowed configuration) 
Lunar Landing 5 
during Qual SA 
Acceleration Tested to TP 2334343 Qualified to Design Limit 
Operating N/A 14 ± 1 g I Min Dur Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbor, Mich ATR-90, 91 July Test Levels for Subpackage #1 
Non-Operating ATR-16,.-\dd. I ation 5 times in A is BSR-2414, 2413 1%8 l (in the stowed configuration) 
Shock Tested to 15 TP 2334328 July Qualified to Design Limit 
Operating N/A ±2g llms Saw- Bendix Aerospace AnnArbar. Mich ATR-86, 87 1968 Test Levels for Subpackage #1 Non-Operatin2 ATR-16, Add. 1 tooth 3 times in A · s BSR- 2406, 2407 Ll-
·" Salt Spray N/A N/A Bendix Aerospace AnnAroor, Mich 
Sand & Dust Not Defined DesiPned to Meet Bendix Aerosoace AnnArbor. Mich 
Fungus N/A N/A Bendix Aerospace AnnArbor, Mich 
Acoustical Noise Not Defined Bellillx Aerospace Ann Arbor Mich 
Rain N/A N/A Bendix Aerospace AnnArbor, Mich 
Radiation Not Defined I.R.l30w/ft2 Bendix Aerospace AnnArbor, Mich TP 2334335 May-June l9b8 
Explosion Proof N/A N/A Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbor, Mid. 
PARAMETB!C 
Tested as part f Integrated Bendix Aerospace AnnArbor. Mich TP 2333032 May-June JUt>S Qualiiied ,-i.1 Integrated System 
Functional System in space Simulation Thern1al \-acuuin Test for a 
Perfortnance Chamber :\TR-60, 70 Simulated Lunar Mission during 
BSR-2367, 2376 Qual SA 
Tested as part o Integrated Bendix Aerospace AnnArbor, Mich 
TP2333087 May- June 
EMI System to A L 770 000 
ATR-27, 33 }Q68 Satne as above 
Performance BSR-2300, 2320 
- ·-•< . 
--- .... -
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Environment Stress Level 
Verification of Stress Level Capability 
Item and/or Document Remarks Nomenclature Parameter ~l..q3\'0'9'o\i'nt Capability Agent Location Reference Date 
ENV!BONME!'::!TAL T.CP. ·2334335 Temperature: i .,.. 
A ~· ;-~ i Data Processor 
Operating ,_22°F to +158°F •22.°F to +1 58°F ~endix Aerospace Ann Arbor, Mich A':fR-60, 70 May-June Successfully tested model 
·. 
BxA #2330521, Non-Operating ~ystems Division BSR-2367, 2376 1'968 on Qual SA model 
S/N 12 Earth 65°F to +185°F 
"""5RF to +185°F 
Moon NJA Flight 5 
Pressure 'In!sted is spare Test level 1imit;ed by Equip-
Operating -12 charnbeT to 1x10 m;r.pg ment: C-wability. 
SA Qual, S/N 3 Non-Operating IAMB to 1x10- '"rnrHz 5 x. 104 6 T<>q: 
Humidity Designed to 
No testing required Operating N/A meet hutnidity Nil~ N/k 
Non-OperatiniZ 15% to 100% r-eqtolil'&xi~trt8J 
Vibration Tested to S/P /H T·: P. 23343<46 CuaEtie(-~ at -. ~L'·l•a( :(.dg e Operating NA Design Limit June-July 
Non-Operating !Refer to A TR-16 Test Levels. Re i A,TR-82, R3 1968 Design Li11:1t Te::;t Lev1_·h~ !('r 
Launch &t Flight jAddendum 1 fer to figures 1 l f\SR- 2402, 2403 stowe:{ C\Jnfi€!l_i.ration. I Lunar Landing thru S. ; I 
Acceleration Tested to 14 ± 1 g 
, 
T-.P. 2334343 \ 
, 
r 
Operating N/A 1 Min Duration ATR-90, 91 l Non-Operating iATR-16,Add. 1 5 times ea. Axis. BSR- 241 7 741 ~ 
Shock Tested to 15 ± 2g ! T. P. 2334328 l Operating N/A 11 ms sawtooth i ATR-86, 87 
Non-Operating iATR-16, Add. 1 3 times ea. Axis. ' BSR- 240 6, 2407 •w ; 
Salt Spray N/A N/A ' 
Sand &t Dust Not Defined 
Fungus N/A N/A ' 
Acoustical Noise Not Defined 
--
Rain N/A N/A 
Radiation Not-~fined 130w/ftliR Lam ; T. P. 2334335 Mav-June '68 
· Explosion Proof N/A N/A 
tcA.DAi~lO' rRU ... "'!~ .. 
T. P. 2333032 c,,_,.l.i!"i...:. :_ ~•-' tnt '.~~,r:1te~.~~ Systen: See Table 1 · Tested as part f Integra ted ATR-60, 70 .\ia -J·~ine Thern1al V.c1cuun1 Test ior a H68 Sheet B-9 System in Sp:>c Simulation l BSR-2361, 2376 sin.ulated luJ1ar rnissieot. dur-




TP23330R7 May-June l EMI Tested as part f 
Same as above\ Performance Integrated Syst• 1m I ATR-27, 33 196g BSR-2300, 2320 t 
v 
~·--····-·-· ·------
.. _ ...... ~ 
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. ox 
EnvlronnJ.ent Stress Level 
Verification oi Stress Le\·t~l Capability 
Item and/or Docun1ent R<emarks Nomenclaturt Parameter Requirement Capability Agent Location Reference Date 
r ransrr.itter ENVIRONMENTAL Temperature: Ann Arbor Qualifi ~ation 1-12-71 Successfully qualified BxA #2345250, Operating -22"Fto T158(1F -2Z'Fto i-158'F BxA Michigan 'Test Report at compone7lt level 
Qual Units, Non-Operating 
' 
ATR 266 
S/N 21, 23, 24 Earth -65'F to +200'F -65'Fto +ZOO'F 
Moon NJA NjA 
Pressure 
-12 -5 
Flight 5 Operating lx10 tor!'s 1x10_5 torr BxA Ann Arbor TP234510o 9-21-70 
Test Le,·el Lirnited By 
Flight Model Non-Operating 760 to IxlO 1mr lx10 torr Michi_gan Equipment Capability 
S/N 28 Humidity 
S/N 29 Operating 95%at 140'F 95% at 140'F BxA Ann Arbor N/A N/A No ~est Required 
Non-Operating Michigan 
Vibration 
Operating Per Per TP2345118 5-18-70 See first remark 
Non-Operating TM 5!1 TM511 BxA Ann Arbor, TP 23451-04 9-17-70 
Launch & Flight Michigan 
Lunar Landing 
Acceleration 
Operating ?\,A N;A BxA Ann Arbor N/A N/A No Test Required 
Non-Operating Michigan 
Shock 
Operating ?'.;A N/A BxA Ann Arbor TP 2345105 2-18-70 See first-remark 
Non-Operating 20g peak; llmsec 20g peak, 11msec !\.1ichigan 
Salt Spray N·A N'A No T st Reauired 
Sand & Dust N A N/A No Te5.t Reauired 
Fungus N A N/A No Test Required 
Acoustical Noise N'A N/A No Test R~uired 
Rain NA NIA No Test Required 
Radiation N;A N'A No Test Required 
Explosion Proof N A N/A No Test Reauired 
PARAMETR~ 
Functional Per Per Ann Arbor Qualification 
Performance AL-410400 AL-410400 BxA Michigan Test Report 1-12-71 See fi.rst Temark 
ATR 266 
EMI Per Per Ann Arbor Qualification Performance Found 
Performance AL-410400 AL-410400 BxA Michigan Test Rep01rt 1-12-71 Acceptable In A -2 
ATR 266 System-level Test 
--
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Environment Stress Level 
Verification of Stress Level Capability 
Item and/or Docun1ent Remarks :~omenclature Parameter Requirement Capability Agent Location Reference Date 
ENV.IBQ!Th1ENTAL During df>sign limit T /v test, 
Temperature: Qualification thermal plate ctayed for two 
Multiplexer- Operating -22 °F to +ISH °F _zz•F to +158°F BxA Ann Arbor, Mich T<est Report 10 Aug 1971 hours at averag<' temp. of 
ADC Non-Operating ATR 292 +140•F. All C/S components 
BxAli 2145 5 00, Earth operated satisfactorily. 
S/N 15 Qual Moon 
S/N 16 Flight Pressure lxl0- 5 mm of lx!0- 5 mm of 
Qualification 
Operating BxA Ann Arbor, Mich Test Report 10 Aug 1n1 Test level limited by 5 Non-Operatinl! Hg. Hg. ATR 292 equium<'nt caoabilitv. 
Humidity N/A N/A Qualification 
Operating *95o/o humidity ':'95"/o humidity BxA Ann Arbor, Mich Test Report 10 Aug 1971 No test r<'qui red. 
Non-Operating for l cvcl" for 1 eve!<> ATR 292 
Vibration 
Operating Per Per Qualification 
Non-Operating AL-410700 AL-410700 BxA Ann Arbor, Mich Test Report 10 Aug 1971 
Launch & Flight Rev A Rev A ATR 292 
Lunar Landing 
Acceleration 14.0 G's along 14.0 G's along Qualification 
Operating each of three each of three BxA Ann Arbor, Mich Test Report 10 Aug 1971 
Non-Operating 
·'..Xes steadv. axes steadv. ATR 292 
Shock 20 G-peak/11 20 G-peak/11 Qualification 
Operating msec sawtooth rnsec sawtooth BxA Ann Arbor, Mich Test Report 10 Aug 1971 
Non-Operating OfT M!L-SID-810B ,..,,. MIT - .c:n'n - RHJR ATO 20l 
Salt Spray N/A N/A No test required. 
Sand & Dust NIA NIA No test renuired. 
Fungus N/A N/A No t0st reauired. 
Acoustical Noise N/A N A No t.e>st reauired. 
Rain N/A NA No test reouired. 
Radiation N/A NA No test required. 
Explosion Proof N/A NA No test reouired. 
PARAMETR!!:; 
Functional Per Per Qualification 
PC' rforrnance AL-410700 AL-410700 BxA Ann Arbor, Mich Test Report 10 Aug 1971 
Rev A Rev A ATR 292 
EMI Per Per Qualification 
Performance AL-410700 AL-410700 BxA Ann Arbor, Mich Test Report IOAug 1971 
Rev A Rev A ATR ?92 
-
~~--
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Environment Stress Level 
Verification of Stress Level Capability 
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. 
' ENVXBO!:iMENTAL TP 2334335 
1 Power Distribution Temperature: ATR-60, 70 
1 Unit (PDUl Operating -22°Fto +l58°F -22°F to +158°F Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbor, BSR-2367, 2376 May-June 
BxA 233<>45Q -2 Non-Operating 
-65°Fto +l60°F -65°Fto+l60°F 
Systems Division Michigan 1968 1 . Qualified in SP# I 
Earth during Qual SA 
Moon N/A 
S/N ll, Flight 5 Pressure lxlO-IZmmH 
Tested in Sj&c'e Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbor, TP 2334335 May-June 
Operating Simul. Chamber Systems Division Michigan ATR-60, 70 1968 Test Level Limited by 
Non-Operating ~/Lto lxl0""1t,m to 5xlo-6Tm• BSR-2367 2376 Equipment Ca"Pability_ 
SA Qual, S/N 4 Humidity Hg ~~signed to meet ! I Operating rtA umidity Re- N/A N/A No testing required 
Non-Operating l5o/o to IOOo/o quirements ! I 
Vibration TestedtoS/P#l i \ Operating iN/A Design Limit Tes I TP 2334346 Qualified at Subpackage(S/P)# Non-Operating !Refer to A TR-16 Levels Refer to ATR-82, 83 July Design Limit Test Levels for 
Launch & Flight !Addendum I fig I thru 5 I BSR-2402, 2403 1968 a Stowed Configuration Lunar Landing durine Qual :A-
Acceleration Tested to 14 I TP 2334343 
Operating N/A :1: lg 1 Min. Dur-
I 
ATR-90, 91 July 
Non-Operating ATR-16, Add. 1 ati9n, 5 times ea BSR-2412, 2413 1968 
Shock 1'ested to 15 TP 2334328 
Operating N/A f*'2g,IlmoSaw- ATR-86, 87 July-Aug 
Non-Operatin,g_ ~TR-16, Add. l foth 3 times ea BSR- 240 6, 2407 l06Q ~ v; 
Salt Spray ~/A N/A 
Sand & Dust rot Defined De signed to Meet No testin1:1 reouired 
Fungus rtA N/A 
Acoustical Noise r<ot Defined No testing required 
Rain N/A ~/A 
Radiation Not Defined ested to l30w/ft<- lR 
Explosion ProoJ N/A N/A 
PABAMIOIJU~ 
Functional T<>sted as part f Integrated BxA Ann Arbor, TP 2333032 May-June 
Performance System in Spac~ Simulation Michigan ATR-60, 70 1968 See first remark 
Chamber BSR-2367, 2376 
EM! Tested as part f Integrated BxA Ann Arbor, TP 23330~7 
Performance Sy&tet-n to AL 77f 000 Michigan ATR-27, 33 See first remark BSR-2300, 2320 
' 
> 
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Verification of Stress Level Capability 
It•"m and/or Document Remarks 
Kumenclature Parameter 
. A~ e4\uJfOg'ent Capability Agent Location Reference Date 
Power Condition- ENV!BONMENTAL 
-Z2°Fto+I58°F -22°P'to+l58°F 
Bendix Aerospace Ann Arh~)r. T. P. 2334335 May-June Qualified in Subpackage 
inl! Unit (P. C. U; Temperature: Systems Division Mich. ATR-60, 70 1968 #1 system level tests Operating 
-65°F to+ 160°1'' -65°F to +I60°F I BSR- 2367, 2376 performed on Qual SA 2330000-3, Non-Operating I S/N 8, Flight 5 Earth I 
Moon ! 
Pressure Sea Level to Tested to ! T. P. 2334335 Test level limited by Test 1 SA Qual, S/N 3 Operating lxlo- 12 Torr 5xl0-6 Torr ; ATR-60, 70 Equipment Cap~.bility 
Non-Operating j BSR-2367, 2376 
Humidity Designed to ; 
Operating meet humidity I N/A N/A Testing :.'\ot ? eq'c!i red Non-Operating 
. 15 to 1 o_o'f~ reon'rements 
Vibration ATR-16 Tested to T. P. 2334346 July Qualified at Subpackage 
Operating Adden. #1 YJ;;,~fs Df':~fn ' ATR-82, 83 1968 #I Design Limit Test Levels \ Non-Operating 
Levels(Refer to i BSR-2402, 2403 for a stowed configaration Launch & Flight Fig 1 thru 5) i in Qual SA I 
Lunar Landing ! I 
Acceleration ATR-16 Tested to 
' 
' T. P. 2334343 Verified ar S-.:bpackage 
Operating Adden. lfl 
,14± \If• I mil). j_ : ATR-90, 91 July 1968 li] Design =-.imit Test and Non-Operating ;;::;~a:ix~'.i· 5 tnnes BSR-241 2 2411 
_(n_r A .unuc .. rt -n ,r; · 
Shock A'.'R-16 Tested to 1, j T. P. 2334328 Verified at Subpackage 
Operating Adden. #1 15±2g, 11 ms ~ 
" 
ATR-86, 87 July 1968 U Design Limit Test and 
Non-Operating ~ t;i~es each BSR-2406. 2407 fn -
·" Salt Spray N/A N/A 
Sand & Dust :Not Defined N/A No Test Feauired 
Fungus N/A N/A 
Acoustical Noise ' Not Defined NYD No Test Fequired 
Rain lNIA NIA 
Radiation I Not Defined NYD 
Explosion Proof I Not n .. finerl N/A 
Pft,R~hUoi!U!;; 
Ann Arbor, T. P. 2333032 
Functional Tested as part o Integrated Sys- BxA Mich. ATR-60, 70 May-.Tune See first remark 
Performance tem in Space Sin ulation Chamber BSR-2367, 2376 1968 
EMI Tested as part o Integrated Ann Arbor, T.P. 2333087 
Performance System to AL 770 000 BxA Mich. A TR-27, 33 May-June See first remark 
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RSST SYSTEM ENV!BONMENTAL 
13877-001-01-01 Temperature: -22•F to +Iss·F 122"F to +158•F Gulton Industries A1buq .. N.Mex. 13877-992 1/13 '70 1'\ote 2 
BxA 2338511 Operating 
S/N 002, Qual Non-Operating Earth 
-6s•F to +zoo•F 
- - - - -S/N 004, Flight 5 Moon 
" 
II ::\ote 3 
Pressure -12 -2 Culton Industries A!buq., N.Mex. 13877-992 < lx 10 mmHg <SOx 10 mmH~ I il3 70 Kate 2. Note 3 
Operating 






Non-Operating 15 to I 00% - - - - - !'late 3 
Vibration 
Operating n;'a n/a 
Non-Operating 6G sine peak 6G sine peak Culton Industries A!buq., N. Mex 13877-992 1 13 TC !\:ote 2 Testing performed at 
Launch & Flight 5. 7G rms 5. 7C rms 
,, 
" 
" Spartan 5. W., Albuq., 
Lunar Landing 4. 3C rms 4. 3C rn1s " " " 
,, N.Mex. 
Acceleration n/a n;a 
Operating Note 2 Testing performed at 
Non-Operating 14. OGXYZ 1 min 14. OGXYZ 1 min Gulton Industries Albuq., K. Mex 13877-992 1 '13 70 Spartan S.W., Albuq., N.Mex. 
Shock n/a n,a 
Operating Note 2 Testing performed at 
Non-Operating 20G/11ms ZOG/llms Gulton Industries A!buq. ,N.Mex. 13877-992 I /13 70 AETL, L.A., California 
Salt Spray nia 
Sand & Dust n/a 
Fungus n/a 
Acoustical Noise n/a 




PARAMETRIQ as given in as giv-en in Gulton Industries A!buq., 1\. ~1ex 13877-994 1 21 7C Testing performed at Stand. 
MIL-I-26600, MIL-I-26600, Electronics, Chicago, Ill. 
and NASA and NASA MSC-
MSC -ASPO- EMI ASPO-E]'.U.IOA 
-lOA (See not .. s. \ 
NOTES: I. Certif ate of complianc and Gulton test ata on file to verify ca fability 
ted to 5 x l0- 2 mmHg. 2. These environments we e verified by Gu1 on Industries on 1.13i70 to QTP 13877-9 2 except pressur which was te 
3. The s ecified "requiren ent': levels were pot required to be verif ed by the Gulton SST qualification test per agree raent at the QTRR held at 
Gulto on 12 January 19 o. 
--- ·-
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i::;·,~ironn1ent Stress Level 
Verification of Stress Level Capability 
Item and/or Document Remarks Nomenclature Parameter Requirement Capability Agent Location Reference Date 
Command Receiver ENVIRC NMENTAL -22 • F to +Iss• F -22•F to +lss•F Motorola GED Scottsdale, Ariz. 12-Pll261B 12-l-70 
BxA if2345147 Ten-lperature: Revision B 
S/N i6, Flight 5 Operating ATR 294 Non-Operating 
Earth N/A N/A 
M;}On N/A N_LA 
S/N !4, Qual Pressure -5 1 x 10- 5nun Hg Scottsdale, Ariz. 12-Pll261B 12-l-70 Operating 1 x 10 rom Hg Motorola GED Revision B 
:!'<on-Operating N/A Njj\ ATR 2Q4 
Humidity This is a Design Requirement 
Operating N/A N/A of AL-410600, but not required 
Non-Operating 95o/o Rl at 15s•F 95% RL at 158•F Motorola G ED Scottsdale, Ariz. N/A N/A to be verified bv test. 
Vibration 
Operating 7.9 G Rms 7.9 G Rms 
Non-Operating 6 G Sine Peak 6 G Sine Peak Motorola GED Scottsdale, Ariz. 12-Pll261B 12-1-70 Launch & Flight 5. 7 G Rms 5.7 GRms ~evision B Lunar Landing 4.3 G Rms 4.3 G Rms 1.7'-R. ;>Q.; , • 
-~cceleration ATR 294 
Operating N/A N/A 12-Pll261B 
Non-Operating 14 G for 1 min. 14 G for 1 min. Motorola GED Scottsdale, Ariz. Revision B 12-1-70 
s:.,c.ck ATR 294 
..:::'perating N/A N/A 12-Pll261B 
Non-Operating ZOG/11 msec. 20G/ll msec. Motorola GED Scottsdale, Ariz. Revision B 12-1-70 
Salt Spray N/A N,fA 
Sand & Dust NIA NIA 
F=gus N/A N/A 
Acoustical Noise N/A N/A 
Rain NIA N/A 
Radiation N/A N/A 
Explosion Proof NIA IN/A 
PARAMETR!~ 
ATR 294 
2~il AL41600 AL41600 
As Defined in As Defined in Motorola GED Scottsdale, Ariz. 12-Pll261B 12-l-70 ECP 3875-9 
MIL-I-26600 and MIL-1-26600 and Revision A ECP 3875-10 
NASA-ASPO-lOA NASA-ASPO-lOA 
L___ ---- ----------- ..... _,. 
------ ------ ----
970-12 Sheet.l!,U_ of ~ 
QUALIFICATION STATUS liST-AlSEP PROGRAM PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT rDate9/10/7l 
rAnalyst 
;~ '< '"M~~ 1 ''" •· fR,-, .. Nt' • 1 - -. _. • L- ... \.:-'~ _l "' 
970-12 
T-d.£:t.':-;; ~~:;,~ t i --- ,,~ 
v.~rificatiun of St:-e~s Level Capability 
Agent Location }={ t , • .; :.·r,S 
D..::tC\.i.I11en: 
Referenct Dat<c 
UN'~" I I I I I rJ3022 I 11 Jan 6'i ~ ·-·--
Bt'ndix .:\erospac(' 
Systenlt' ~)iv·isi.on 







:'·"f ·• ·u:Jy ~ester! on BxA 
~ ~ D\\·;,~e~ 
p ·:·.~ ~ 1~vf ~ l1:rr~iteC b-.-








ATR-"0,91 I 7;4/68 
'· .'l.aa. 1 BSR- 2412 2413 
, TP2334328 
1\ ~\ 
'"~f· first remark 
<.:.t~t' Erst ren1ark 
.Jr Ill ATR-86, 87 6/24/6tl s,., first remark 
J Y BSR-2406.2407 
>p !Designed to Meet 1 I I I ~- ·· 
·-
·-
·----- 1 pp11cao1e pyot 'l.ppucah!e 1 1 1 1 J .... _ .. __________ ___j 
BxA 
·~~=~~'· fir~t rPmark 
TP 2333032 I June 10 ATR-60, 70 1968 
BSR-2367,2376 
BxA 
!~k~ first re 1nark 
TP 2333087 I April 
ATR-27, 33 1968 
BSR-2300, 2320 
5he<>t-.lllL of _2_7_ 
STATUS LIST-ALSEP PROGRAM PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT jnate 9/30/71 f'kiATM-1052 -pte•·· ~o. -. QUALIFICATION !Analyst Page·_·_· --~ __ Pages 
Stre9~ Le\·~._·l Veriiication of Stress Level Capability Environment 
Item and/or Document Rernarks 
Nomenclature Parameter Requirement Capability Agent Location Reference Date 
ENViRONMENTAl. Tested is Space TP2334335 
PSE Temperature: l07°F to 125°F Simulation Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbor, ATR-60,70 June 10 Succe•sfully tested 
Central Station Operating -65°F to I 60°F Chamber for Systems Division Mich:gan BSR -2367,2376 1968 on BxA Qual SA model 
Electronics Non-Operating Same as Temperature I Earth Operating I ': Moon BxA 1!2334670 
Pressure 1 x 10-IZmrn Hg Verified to ' i I 
S/N 2, Flight 5 5 x l0- 5 Torrs in I Operating 
1 x I0- 8mm Hg I It Non-()peratinl! Snace Sirn Cham ' v 
Humidity Designed to I ! SA Qual, S/N I Operating Not Applicable Meet Humidity i l NiA N/A !:\ i -" Non-Operating R <>On; ,.,.mPnt~ 
Vibration Not A.pplicable Tested in Stowed I TP2.334346 Successfully Tested, Qual SA Operating Refer to ATR-16 Configuration to I 6/28/68 Non-Operating Vibration Design I ATR-82,83 Addendum 1 I Launch & Flight Limits Indicated I BSR- 2402,2403 
Lunar Landin!l in Figs. 1 Thru 5. i 
Acceleration Tested in Stowed I TP2334343 7/4/68 Suc-cessfully Tested, Qual SA Operating Not Applicable Configuration to I ATR-90,91 
' Non-Operating ATR-16,Add. 1 14 ± 1"- 1 Min. i BSR .2412, 2413 
Shock Not Tested in Stowe( ~ TP2334328 6/24/68 Succeosf"llY 7ested, Qual SA; Operating Applicable Configuration to A TR-86, 87 15 ± 2g llms Non-Operating ATR-16 Add. 1 3 Times Ea. Axi BSR -2406 2407 
Salt Spray 11\!ot Annlicable I Not Annlir;o.hle 
Sand & Dust T.>"n-1:.7o n .. ~i onPM Tn MPP 
Fungus I Not Annlicable Not . .\nnlicable 
Acoustical Noise : "-1A> A ,nl' •oh1P NAt A ,nli •ohlP 
Rain INotA-~ ·-ol-.1~ NAt A,n ;rol-.1<> 
Radiation 1 ED-52.0 ; DesiunedtoMeet 
ExPlosion Proof Not Anolicable : Not Annlirabl" 
PARAMETB~ 
Functional Tested as part J:>f the integrated BxA Ann Arbor, TP 2333032 June 10, 
Performance system in the s pace simulation 1-Hchigan. ATR-60-70 1968 See first ren1ark 
chamber BSR-2367,2376 
EMl Tested as part f the integrated BxA Ann Arbor, TP 2333087 April 
Performance system Michigan ATR-27, 33 1968 See first remark BSR-2300,2320 
__ .. ~ .. 
970-12 ~" Sheet~ of .............__ 
QUALIFICATION STATUS UST-ALSEP PROGRAM PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT !Date o 3017 l jAnalvst 
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Req>.lil'eJ':.~...·r:t Capability Agent 
Earth Sc ;ences 




Operating l-300 - -zso· F -300- -c250oF 
Di \ri sion- T ele-i )"Tl e 
during Il\'T tL· rmal 
vacuun1 tests 
Hug he;,_-= _..._: r ,- :·afti Engineering 
Space Sixnulat101 Report No. 





























-12 I x 10 n1n1 Hg 
















-7 l x 10 mm Hg 
Designed to Meet 
Humidity 
Requirements 
Hz 3 /Hz 
23 -58gl). 304 
58-100 l?do/oct 
100-200 0. 639 
200-430 1?do/oct 




10 rnsec rise 
1 msec decav 
I ::-iot annlicable 















f:\OTE: PSE Shro~d qualified on Sutpackage #1 installationjper 
test and rleport references ~hown on SP#l Sheet B 
DYT Report 
ENV -R-2363 ?\ov. !967 
~-ATM-losL_lRev. Nc•. 
J Page __ of Fagt...'S 
Ren·,arks 
See :~ct•.:> =3·:-·lL•'i.V 
Sheet BI6-- of _27 __ 
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. 
QUALIFICATION STATUS LIST ·ALSEP PROGRAM PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT jDate9/30'7l jNo. ATM-1052 jRev. No. .• jAnalyst I Page __ of ___ Pag<>s 
Environn1ent Stress Level 
Vl.!rifica1ion of ~:ress Level Capability 
Item and/or Dvcun1ent Ren~arks Kome:r:clature Parameter Capability Agent Locat:. ... -_:::. .Reference Date Requirement 
PSE ENVIRONMENTAL Tested in Space 
Gnornon Ass ern Temperature: 107"Ftu125.F Simulation Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbc•c, 7P233-!373 l2;'30/6R Successfcllv Tested Operating -65'Fto 160 F Chamber for Sysh-:!n"ls Di.vi:-:;un Michigar: ,\TH -leO at Syste.r:1 ~evt< as a 
BxA"233E016-50 1 Non-Operating Same as Temperature BSR-2570 Result of Q>..;al SB Test 
S/N 7, Earth ope·rating Prograrn 
Fhgh• 5 Moon 
Pressure -12. 
Operating 1 x 10 mmHg Verified to ,. SA Qual Non-Operatin_g_ 1 x I0-8 mmHI7 ~nic~0Si~.0~t~ 233flC16, 
Humidity Designed to 
Operating Not applicable Meet Humidity 
" >~,A T\!,A ::\,.-\ Non-Operating Requirements 
Vibration Tested in Stowed 
-:P233790S Successf· ..::.lly l ested at 
Operating Not applicable Configuration to ., 
" 
ATR-l-±9 12; 19/i>b Systeni :.evel as a Result 
Non-Operating Refer to ATR -16 Vibration Design BSR -25-±6 of Qt:al SB Test Pi'ograr:-
Launch & Flight Addendum 1 Limits Indicated 
Lunar Landi~ in Figs. I thru 5. 
Acceleration Tested in Stowed TP2337915 
Operating Not applicable Configuration to BMSD Misha,,.,~auka, ATR -16-± 1/15!69 
Non-Operating ATR-16 Add. I 14± !ll. Min. Indiana BSR -257-± 
Shock Not Tested in Stowed Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbo", TP2337917 
Operating applicable Configuration to Systems Division Michigar: ATR-161 1/7/69 
Non-Operating ATR-16 Add.! lp.;;~}}~~s A.· BSR-2571 
Salt Spray Not applicable Not applicable 
Sand & Dust LED-52.0 Desi<rned to Meet 
Fungus I Not ,];r-,.hlo> INn~ :<nnl;r:<hlo> 
Acoustical Noise I Not" ;..l;r,.hl, INn~ ,.,.,,.,];r:>hlP 
Rain I Not ,Jir:>hl, Jn• ,.,.,,.,];r,.hl 
Radiation LED-52.0 In"";"" ,..J •·, M""t 
Explosion Proof Not aoolicable Not~ 
PARAMETRI!,;; 
i 
970-12 Sheet..lll1_ of _2._7 __ 
LIST-ALSEP PROGRAM lDate 9 /30 171 jNo·ATM-1052 !Rev. No. QUALIFICATION STATUS LUNAR SURF;A~E MAGI'!ETOM,ETER J;::XPER.tMENT • I 
!Analyst I Page __ of ___ Pages· 
Environn1ent Stress Lt::vel 
Verification of Stress Level Capability 
Item and/or Document Remarks 
Non-...enclature Paramettr R cq_~.irt:rnent Capability Ag,~nt Location Reference Date 
Lunar SuTface ENV,!BONMENTAL 
Magnetometer TemperatuTe: Tested in mission 
BxA "2330657 Operating -300"Fto250°F TP2334345 Simulation Testing. 
Flt # 1 S/N-3 Non-Operating Not Yet Proven 
BxA Ann Arbor, June l€.?c.tt 
Flt 112 S/N4 Earth -65°Fto +160"F Michigan ATR-60, 70 
Moon _300"Fto +250"F BSR-2367 2376 Flt lfZ-A SjN 7 
Pressure lo-12 ToTr TP2333032 
Flt 6 S/N 4 Operating Sea Level 5 x 10-
6 Torr BxA Ann Arbor, ATR-60,70 June 19t>8 SA Qual, Non-Operating i1o-lZ Torr Michigan BSR-2367 2376 S/~ 2 Humidity Designed to met No testing planned to 
Operating Humidity Ann Arbor, lOO""o le,·el. 
Non-Operating 15- 100% Requirements BxA Michigan NlA N/A 
Vibration Tested in Stowed Tested stowed - during 
Operating NA Configuration to design limit test. 
Non-Operating LTA-3 D/R Design Limit Ann Arbor, June l9b8 
Launch & Flight ATR 16 Add I Levels Indicated Michigan TP2334347 
Lunar Landing LTA-3 D/R in Figs. l-5. BxA 
Acceleration TP2334343 
Operating N-'A Tested to 14± 1g R~fSD Mishawaka, ATR-90, 91 July I 068 Tested stowed - during 
Non-Operating ATR 16 Add 1 l min Duration Indiana BSR-2412, 2413 design limit test. 
Shock 
Operating N/A Tested to 15± Zg Ann Arbor, TP2334328 June 1968 Tested stowed - during 
Non-Operating ATR 16 Add 1 11 ms Sawtooth BxA Michigan ATR-86, 87 design limit test 
Salt Spray )1/A 
Sand & Dust :::-1-'A 
Fungus N/A 
Acoustical Noise :::-l;A 
Rain N!A 
Radiation LED-520 130 w/ftL BxA Ann Arbor Micl: 2334335 Mav 1968 Oual SA Test 
Explosion Proof N/A 
PARAMETRI!;;; 
Functional Tested as part o integrated BxA TP2333032 June l9tS Qualified contingent on 
Performance system in Space imulation ATR-60, 70 resolution of FR-132, 
Chamber BSR-2367, 2376 Digital filter malfunction 
in LSM 
EMI Tested as part of BxA TP2333 086 April l'?fS 





970-12 Sheet~ of _.l:1__ 
QUALIFICATION STATUS LIST -ALSEP PROGRAM ACTIVE SEISWC EXPERIMENT !Date 3-6-70 jNo. ATM-859 jRev. No. A I !Analyst I Page of Pages 
Environment Stress Level 
Verification of Stress Level Capability 
Item and/or Document Remarks Nomenclature Parameter Requirement Capability Agent Location Reference Date 
Mortar Package ENVffiONMENTAL TP 2333026 
Assembly Temperature: 
-300°F to -250°F 0 OE TP 2337912 
EMI fixes requalified 
BxA 2334500-5 Operating -300 F to+2~0 TP 2334389 10-31-69 with completion 
S/N-3: SN7'Flt. 5 Non-Operating -65'F to tl60°F BxA Ann Arbor, Mich ATR-172 3/1/69 of TV TP2341497 
Grenade Launcher Earth -300°F to +250°F BSR-2588 
Assembly Moon 
Pressure Tested to BxA 2338507-2 lo- 12 Torr 
S/N-2 Operating 
5 x 10-c J:"orr BxA Same Same as above 3/l /69 Same as above-
Thermal Bag Non-Operating 
SL to lo-12 Tor 
BxA 2330803-2 Humidity 
Des1gned to 
S/N-6 Operating 
N/A meet require- N!A No Test Required 
Mortar Box Non-Operating 
15"', to lOO';'o n1.ents I 
Assembly Vibration Tested to design 
BxA 2334499-4 Operating N!A Limit Vibration TP 2334322A Qual C Array 
S/N-6; SN 8 Flt 5 Non-Operating Refer to NASA Levels indicated BxA Same ATR-176 5/21/69 
Launch &: Flight TD3/L023/68 in Figures 1-5 BSR-2592 
Lunar Landing B-26/ (JAC) 
Acceleration Tested to 14.:!:_lg TP 2334323 
Operating N/A 1 minute dura- BxA Same ATR-176 5/22/69 Qual C Array 
Non-Operating l4g - ll ms tion each axis BSR-2592 
Shock Tested to l5j:2g TP 2334324 
Operating N/A I 1 ms sawtooth BxA Same ATR-176 5/16/69 Qual C Array 
Non-Operating 15g - 11 ms each~ BSR-2592 
Salt Spray N/A No Test Required 
Sand&: Dust Not defined No TP.st ·-' 
Fungus N/A No TAst R•mnfred 
Acoustical Noise o.Not defined Nn T .. <:T RP<1nh-Prl 
Rain NIA No TP•• RAnnl~ .. rl 
Radiation LED-520 130 W /£t2 BxA Same 4./23/59 See Oneratinu Temn. 
Explosion Proof N/A NA T•n · 
PARAMETR: 
Tested to design TP 2333076A Requalificatlon test of ASE 
EMI AL 770 000 
requirements 
BxA Same ATR-18C 6/lC>/69 
performed per TP2338180 
BSR-2614 completed 10-19-69 
Capable of TP 2333025D QQ&lified during 
Functional ALSEP TM-342 
deployment and ATR 177 Pa:rtiallnte~nted 
Performance 
operation on BxA Same BSR-259 3 6/3/69 Systems TeiJt in 
Lunar surface Space Simulation Chamber 
.. ' ' ,. ' ·~..::: ~ <\' 1-
Sheet-Bl9 --,;{ _],]__ 970- 17 



























Ext<1rnal SF #1 
o _ o~3000F to +250°F 
-300 F to -'-2~0 _40F:to +l 4 0oF; 
-65°F to +250°F E mounted in 
0 0 ~ 
-300 F to +250 SE . 
10-12 Torr 




5 x 10-6 Torr 
Designed to mee 
requirements 
Operating N I A 
Tested to design 
Limit Vibration 
Lev~s indicated 
in F~ures 1-5 &: 






Verification of Stress Level Capability 
Location Document Reference 
TP 2333026 
TP 2337912 
Ann Arbor,Mich.J TP 233438~ 
ATR-172. 
BSR..-2588 
Ann Arbor, J.LchJ Same as above 
N/A 






3/1 I 69 
3/1/69 
5/21/69 
INo. ATM-859 lRev. No. A 
I Page __ of--- Pages •• 
Remarks 
EMI fixes requal 
completed 10-31-69 
per T /V TP 2341497 
Same as above. 
No Test Required. 
EMI fixes requalified 
in vibration per 
TP 2344948 completed 
2/5/70. 
Lunar Landin B-26 JAG\ 
Acceleration 
Tab*s l, Il,I~ll~._ _______________ -t------------~~~~~~----t-----------~--




















1411. - x axis 
N/A 











lminutedura- BxA AnnArbor,.\hch ATR-176 
tion x axis BSR-2592 
Tes~d to l5±Zg I I i TP 2334324 
11 ms sawtooth BxA Ann Arbor, '.tic ATR-176 
each axis . BSR-2592 
130 w !ft2 
Tested to design 
Requirements 
Capable of start 
up and operation 




Ann Arbor. Mi<:hl TP 2337912 
TP 2333076A 




Ann Arbor, Mich 
5/22/69 
5/16/69 




As ~oted in Secti}n 1.0 on page 5 <f ~TM 859, the ABE Crt~tal Filter, B~~t Specification 2l4032o remain 
env>ronments, sdheduled for completwn at McCc>y Electro~1cs, 15 May c':'i • 
Note: See comments, paragraph 3. 1, 1. 15 and sections 2. 3 and 2. 4, and Introduction page 5. 
Same as above 
Same as above 
No Test Required 
No Test Required 
No Test Required 
No Test Required 
No Test Reg_uired 
See Operating Tem_2__erature 
No Test R~uired 
EMI fixes requalified 
per TP 2338180 and 
completed 10/19/69. 
Deployed performance 
verified by line 1 
T /V qual and requal 
functional tests. 
to be qualified for physical 
Sheet....ll.Z.!L of ~ 
QUALIFICATIOII STATUS LIST·ALSEP PROGRAM ACTIVE SEISMlC EXPERIMENT !Date 3-6-70 jNo. ATM-859 lRev.ANo. 
!Analyst I Page of Pages 
Environment Stress Level 
Verification of Stress Level Capability 
Item and/or 
Nomenclature Agent Location 
Document Remarks 
Parameter Requirement Capability Reference Date 
ENV!BONMENTAL TP 2333026 EMI fixes requalified by 
Geophone Thumper Temperature: 
-300°F to +250°F -300°F to+280°F 
TP 2337912 T /V and functional retest 
Assembly Operating !Ann Arbor, Mich TP 2334381 per TP2341497 completed Non-Operating -65°F to -'-160°F BxA 3/I/69 BxA 2.}34772-4 
-300°F to +250°F 
ATR-172 10-31-69 
S/N-5; SN6 Flt 5 Earth BSR-2588 
Moon 
Pressure Tested to 
Operating 10-lZ Torr 5 x 10-6 Torr BxA Same Same as above 3/1/69 Same as above 
Non-OperatinR SL to I0-12Torr 
Humidity Designed to 
Operating N/A meet require- BxA Same N!A N/A No Test Required 
Non-Operatin2 15% to J OOo/o ments 
Vibration Tested to deHgn 1 P G.5.54.5GGJ\ 
Operating N/A Limit Vibration ATR-176 EMI fixes requalified in 
Non-Operating Refer to NASA Levels indicated BxA Same BSR-2592 5/21/69 vibration per TP2344948 
Launch & Flight TD3/L023/68- inFigures 1-5 completed 2-5-70 
Lunar Landing B-26/(JAC) 
Acceleration Tested to 14±lg TP t.:l::l4.5l.5 
Operating N/A 1 minute dura- BxA San1e ATR-176 5/22/69 Same as above 
Non-Operating 1 ·'·g -x axis tion x-Axis BSR-2592 
Shock Tested to 15 ±2g l'P 0::.5.54.50::4 
Operating N/A 1 1 ms sawtooth BxA Same ATR-176 5/16/69 Same as above 
Non-Operating 15g-ll ms each axis BSR-2592 
Salt Spray C\/A No Test Requ1red 
Sand & Dust C'iot defined No Test Reauired 
Fungus 0./A No Test Required 
Acoustical Noise Not defined No Test Required 
Rain N/A No Test Reauired 
Radiation LED-520 130W/ft0:: BxA Same TP2337912 3/1/69 See Operating Temp. 
Explosion Proof N/A No Test Required 
PARAMETRI!:< 
Tested to design 
TP 2333076A EMI fixes requalified per 
ATR-186 
EMI AL770 000 Requirements BxA Same BSR-2614 6/10/69 




Capable of Qualified during 
Performance 
deployment and BxA Same TPZ333025D 6/3/69 
Partial Integrated 
ALSEP TM- 342 operation on TPZ333025A 3/l/69 Systems Test in Space 
Lunar Surface Simulation Chamber and r~qual 
- - ·-
Note: See cornrnents, paragraph 3. 1. 3, 5, and section 2. 3 , Sheet..llll_ of __ 2_7_ 
jDate 9/30/71 jNo· ATM-1052 ~Rev. No. ~. QUALIFICATION STATUS LIST·ALSEP PROGRAM - ASSEMBLY, SUBPACI<AGE #2 
!Analyst I Page __ of ___ Pages 
Environment Stress Level 
Verification of Stress Level Capability 
Item and/or Document Remarks Nomenclature Parameter Requirement Capability Agent Location Reference Date 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
Subpackage #2 Temperature: 
-300°F to t250°.F 
-3oo°F to +Z7o'r BxA Ann Arbor, TP2334335(ENV'I Qualified in Qual SA test 
BxA 2339100-1 Operating 
-65°F to tl60°F (See note 1) Michigan TP2333032(IST) 6/10/68 program Non-Operating ATR-60, 70 
S/N 17, Earth 
- 300°F to 250°F -300°F to +250' F BSR-2367, 2376 
Flight 5 Moon 
Pressure 
-12 Tested to Test level limited by test 
Array D Operating 10 Torr BxA Ann Arbor, Same as above 6/l0/68 
-12 -6 equipment capabilities. Qual 2339100-Z Non-Operating SL to 10 Torr 5xl0 Torr Michigan 
S/N 16 Humidity Designed to 
/' ":" ;;. -~~ Operating N/A Meet Humidity BxA Ann Arbor, N/A N/A 
Non-Operatinlt 15-10001o R u>nt Michiuan 
Vibration N/A Tested in Stowe 
Operating Refer to Configuration t 
TP2347062 
TP2346328 2 Feb 1971 See first remark Non-Operating CP 100001 Design Limit BxA Ann Arbor, See Note Below Launch & Flight Levels Indicate Michigan 
Lunar LandinJ! . .,.., 
-"' Acceleration 
Operating N/A Tested to 14± BxA Ann Arbor, TP2334330 7/6/68 See first rentark·-
Non-Operating lg each axis Michigan ATR-92, 93 
Shock Test to 15 + TP2346329A 
Operating N/A 2g each axis BxA Ann Arbor, BSR 3014 4 Feb 1971 
Non-Operating AER312-313 Michiuan 
! 
Salt Spray N/A No Test Required 
Sand & Dust 
_NQJ n~efinPcl No Test Required 
Fungus N/A No Test Required 
Acoustical Noise Not Defined No Test Required 
Rain N/A No Test Reg_uired 
Radiation LED-520 130 w/ft2 1. R BxA Ann Arbor See first item ab ve See first remark 
Explosion Proof N/A Michigan No Test Reg_uired 
PARAMETBI~ Tested as part o Capable of De-
an integra ted sys ployn1ent and BxA Ann Arbor, Functional tem in space sirr operation on See first item ab ve See first ren1ark 
Performance ulation chamber Lunar Surface 
Michigan 
!l40TE: ·· AJ_,SE:P SJ #2 with HFE S/N 2 subsequently r qualified for physical e f1vironments per t>e Array D SP ii2 Qualification 
Test Plan TM 598, Rev B. Minutes, BxA N • 9703B-26 dated 19 F bruary 1971, QAR Board Meeting uled that the 
Array D ~ tp #2 configuratio was qualified co tingent on satisfactory ploseout of action items. 
. .. 
---- -- -------- --------- - ---·-· ---- - ~----- -- ---- - ----------- ---- ... - -· ------- ----~--
. - 970-12 Sheet~ of __ 2_7 __ _ 
QtiAUPt~,, STATUS LIST -AlSEP PROGRAM 
S~_·? C'A-~EAG}. II, RTC ASSEMBLY Date 9/30/71 !?:.,ATM-1052 fev. No. 
l'\,.-;n_·_ 
R.ari.:.._ -~ ,, 
The:- ;r:; ;:,;1<1\.: 
~~I~ 
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R t-~qui ro;.·n.J.ent Capabill..ty 
l000°F to 1140° ll70o F 
-380°F to 440°F S00°F 
5xlo·5 torr 
Sea Level to 
1-,tn-12 >n~¥ 16xlo-8 toe>r 
!Designed to meet 
15 to 100% !humidity require 
ments 
ATR-16 Refer to Table 1 
Addendum 1 
ATR-16 7. SG 3 to 4 min 
\ddendum l each axis 
ATR-16 15 G each axis II msec± 1007, 
Addendum 1 
N'.-\ ""lA 






IAnalV•t F. VI 'f"\Sit~ _.8{ ..,.L..._. Pagerl"' 




Qualification at assembly level 
BxA }\nn Arbor, TP 2334335 May-June was performed by G. E. Refer 
Michigan ATR-60 1968 to test reports ANSQ 
BSR-2387 Doc. No. 6300-281, 
ANSQ Doc. No. 6300-288 
t 
Test level limited by test 
BxA C'f!\ .. 1-!;>gr • r equipment capability 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
No testing required 
General Electric 
Valley Forge GE Doc. #6300 Qualified at Subpackage #2 General 
Technology Center Electric Doc. #6300-288 Jan 1968 Design limit levei in the 
Philadelphia, Pa. stowed configuration, Qual SA Refer to A TR- 84, 85 
Ann Arbor, TP 2334330 -
BxA June 1968 Successfully Tested, Qual SA Michigan ATR-92, 93 
TP 2334331 
BxA " " ATR-88, 89 June 1968 
P.SR- :>40R 2409 
NfA N/A N/A 
Phil PPn -...rvn NYD 
N/A N/A N/A 
r. F. Phil p,:, NVD 
1\T-/ A Nit:.. N/A 
r. "' Phil P<>T NVD See line 1 
r. F. Phil PPnn NYD 
I 
'> 
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QUALIFICATION STATUS LIST ·ALSEP PROGRAM STJBPACl:ACi-" cl, RTG SHORTING PLTJG (Date 9 /30; 71 fN°ATM-l052 llfev. No. '" jAnalyst 1 .. Pages"' Page · of 
! Environment Stress Level Verifica.iioJn of Strt:!SS Level Capability 
Item and/or 
Nomenclature Ag<·nt Locc....tion 
Document Remarks 
Parameter Requirement Capability Reference Date 
ENVffiQNMENTAL 
RTG Shorting Temperature: Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbor TPl334335 J u.n.f" 1 ~' c.b St:ccessfully tested 
Plug Assy Operating - 300°F to +50°F - 300°F to t~50°~ Systern Michigan TPl33303Z or. Qual SA model. 
BxA 2338017, Non-Operating l ATR-60, 70 
S/N 8 Earth -60°F to tl60°F -60°F to +l60°F BSR-l367, 2.371, 
Flight 5 Moon 
: 
Pressure Capability limited by test 
S<"e-Note I. ' Operating lxlO-lZToors Test:g to ' Equipment Capability 
Non-Operatinll SL to lxl0- 12 5xl0 Torrs f 
SA Qual 2335520, Humidity llleBl.gned to meet No testing required 
S/N 1 Operating N/A Humidity N!A N!A ?',l\ 
Non-Operatinl! Requirements I 
Vibration Tested in stowed· ! 
Operating N!A configuration to I Ann Arbor TPZ334348 July 19~S ~:ucces sfully Tested, Qual SA 
Non-Operating Design Limit Michigan ATR-84, 85 
Launch & Flight Reier to Fig. levels indicated I BSR-2.404, 2405 
Lunar Landini! 1-S byFig. 1-5 
Acceleration , Tested to 14 ± 1g 
Operating N/A ! l min duration I TPZ334330 
..Tu1:e 19t)S 
Non-Operating LTA-3D/R 5 times @axis ATR-92.. 93 
., 
Shock Tested to 15 ± 2.g TP2334331 
Operating N/A 11 ms sawtooth 
1'1 
ATR-88, 89 June }0(:8 ., 
" Non-Operating LTA-3D/R 5 times @axis. BSR-2.408, 2409 
Salt Spray N/A 
Sand & Dust Not Defined 
Fun2us N/A 
Acoustical Noise Not Defined 
Rain NIA 
Radiation Not Defined IR 130W /ft' 
Explosion Proof N/A 
PARAMETRIC 
J 
Note 1: Qualifi ~ on Qual SA con iguration as BM 23355 0 Assembly Rev'i ion C 
which ~ identical to BXJ\ 2338017 Assembly use on Array B and 
... E. : 
.. .,.., ,.., 
"· -. eet~ of-
QUALIFICATION STATUS LIST-ALSEP PROGRAM SUBPACKAGE #2, APOLLO LUNAR HANDLING TOOL (ALHT) Date 9/30/71 -jN<>- ATM-l052JRev. No. -··•·-Analyst JTS 1 Page of Pages 
Environment Stress Level 
Verification of Stress Level Capability 
Item and/or 
Nomenclature Agent Location 
Document Remarks 
Parameter Requirement Capability Reference Date 
AIJiT 
E~VlliQ:m1E;t:!TAL 
emperature: See Xotes Below 
SEB 3'9 liH 165, Operating 
[. S/N 1005, Non-Operating 




SA Qual, Pressure ' ' 








Launch & Flight 
' 






Non-Opera tine v 
Salt Spray 







Note 1: The A HT mass simula or rather than a ight configuration mod l was used for th 
BxAQ al SB system le~ "1 dynamic tests. 
Note 2: Refer o SP#2 QSL Shee for shock, vibration and accelerat on environment 
TeveTa WfiiCll apply to tht 1nter:tace qualillt anon. 
I I I I 
970-12 Sheet...!!ll- of ....:l:1...;-
lDate 9 !30/71 ro. ATM 1052 jRev. No. "' QUALIFICATION STATUS LIST ·ALSEP PROGRAM PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT ~~l,Htt RrPnt Page __ of--- Pages 
Environment Stress Level 
Verification of Stress Level Capability 
It"n-, and/or Document Remarks 
Korrter:.;.1at'..lre Agent Location Reference Date Parameter Requirement Capability 
PSE ENVIBQNMENTAL 107 °F to 125 °F Tested in Space TP2334335 Qualification Accomplished LeveliLg Stool Temperature: 65°F to 160°F Simulation Bendix Aerospace Ann Arbor, ATR-60, 70 May-June at the System Level, QSA Asser.o:,ly Operating rsame as Chamber for Systems Division Michigan BSR-2367 2376 1968 P/N 233400 Non-Operating pperating Temperature 
BxA 12344 723, Earth 
S/N 3 Moon 
Pressure 1 x lO-l2mm Hg Verified to Flight 'i 
Operating I x l0-8mm Hg ~ x lo-5Torrs in 
SA Que.; 2335945 Non-_Operating ~ace Si:m. ChaiXl 
S/N 1 Humidity [Oea!ined to 
Operating Not Applicable !Meet Hutnidity 
NjA N/A Non-Operating 
Vibration Not Applicable Tested in Stowed TP2334348 Operating Refer to ATR-16 Configuration to ATR-84, 85 July-Aug Non-Operating Addendum I Vibration Design BSR-2404, 2405 1968 Launch & Flight Limits Indicated 
Lunar Landing lin_ Fia" 1 Thrll I 
Acceleration Test in Stowed TP2334330 Operating Not Configuration to ATR-92, 93 7 ;4/68 Non-Operating I nnlicable 1_4- la 1 Min 
Shock Not Applicable Tested in Stowed TP2334331 
Operating iATR-16-Add 1 Configuration to AT R-88, 89 6/24/68 
Non-Operating ~; \-:~8Axis RS R -_240& ___M_()_g 
Salt Spray Not A~icable Not Annlic11.ble 
Sand & Dust LED-520 P_esilllled to Meet 
Fungus Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Acoustical Noise Not A___m:>_licable Not Applicable 
Rain Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Radiation LED-520 Designed to Meet 




~·.9/30_tll _1'.:·. AIM -1052 pt~ev. No. . QI'ALIFICATIQI STATUS LIST ·ALSEP PROGRAM J:i¥AT FLOW EXf',ERllv!E:WT ·• 
JAtiaiYst TTS f Page of ___ Pages 
Environment Stress Level 
Verification of Stress Level CapabJiity 
Item and/or Document Remarks Nomenclature Parameter Requirement Capability Agent Location Reference Date 
Heat Flaw Ezpe:ri· 
ENV!BO!::!MENTAL . 
Temperature: 
:meat· 2345430-101, Operating -3oo•F to +250 •J!_ -3oo•F to +Z5o• BxA Ann Arbor, TP2334381 Dec 19 68 Chal SB Test 
S/N 4 ".~ Non-Operating Michigan ATR-160 
~s Earth -65"F to +160•F: Not Tested BSR-2570 
' Moon -300•F to +2.50"' 
Pressure 'rPZ334387 
Operating Sea Level to Ann Arbor, ATR-160 Dec 19,68 BxA facilities will not allow 
Non-Operating 10-12. TORR 5 x 1e·7 TORR Bx..o\. Michigan BSR-2570 testU.. to below 5 x 10 TORR 
SD Qual 2345430- Humidity Designed to 
101, S/N 2 Operating Meet Humidity BxA Ann Arbor, N/A N/A Nc test required 
;lt,i 3 Non-Operating 15to100% Requirement Michigan Vibration Tested without 
Operating N/A faiblre to levetil TP2337905 
~ Non-Operating BxA Ann Arbor, ATR-149 Dec 19 68 Qual SB Design Limit Test shown in fiJurea 
Launch & Flight LTA-3D/R l~ifl· 1,1;4· Michigan BSR-2546 Array D - See Note I & 2. Lunar Landing ~ LTA-3DfR 5 •rra'li 
Acceleration Mishawauka TPZ337915 
Operating N/A BxA/BMSD Indiana ATR-164 Dec 1968 Qual SB Design Limit Test 
Non-Operating ATf.-16 ADD. 1 14g ±lg/1 min. BSR-2574 
Shock TP2337917 
Operating N/A Ann Arbor, ATR-161 Jan 1969 Qual SB Design 
Non- Operating 15g±2g Sawtooth 15± Zg Sawtooth BxA Michigan BSR-2571 A:rray D - See Note 1 & 2 
Salt Spray N/A 
Sand & Dust N/A 
Fungus NA 
Acoustical Noise NA 
Rain NA 
Radiation NA 
Explosion Proof NA 
P~AMEI.B.Ki TP2338b40 
~nctiona1 Tested as part of integrated BxA Ann Arbor, (Mod. IST) Jan 1969 Qual SB Test 
performance system in the Space Simulation Michigan ATR-163 
chamber BSR-2573 
!Note 1: S/N 02 a ~bsequently requa ified on SP#2 as noted in Array D Qualif cation Assessme t Review Boar Minutes 9703B-2.6 dated 
19 Fe~r1 !ary 1971. TP 23 ~6328 is the document c overing the Desig Linlit Vibration eating for SP~ 2 Array D, and 
Note 2: 
TP 2J46 29 is the docume ~t covering the Shock r quirements of SP 2, ,Array D. 
Design 1 mit (x, y, z) with ~e S. N-2 HFE on A:rra D SP#Z were pel ormed January 1 71 at the folio lving levels: 
~· . .~ r .. _ • 
-, 
b. L& B random (1. 0 m n) 3. 0 min. 
c. Lun r descent rando:rr (12. 5 min) 37. sc min. 
d. Sho ~ (15) o. 0~ min. 
D'71L1".) 
-
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